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/ 19t issue is ~u ch broader:

than bul.ly-casting Ed Meese
. I

By Edward Nichols
-'-te &111ar

I

'

from Meese's former colleagues at

the Uni8city of Saa DI.ego, when 14
USD professon declared in a letter
to the editor of the Los ADgeles

of the words 'Department of J•
tice,m the professors coocluded.
Those who mow cherubic, genial
Ed Meese might ast: "Bully? Am>gant? Oxymoronic? Constitutional
rapist? Historical moron?"
·ucs,
- It doesn't ash. Lik
e . en
".
.
M~ IS a ~ Rose B~ up foe
!'°blic ~tion next year, IS fi&;llt111g to retain her seat as cblef justice
of the Calif · court. Undentand.
~ .
ably, she finds it easier to run against

California supreme Court Chief
Jastice Rose Bird thinks that U.S. Attorney General Edwin Meese m is a Times on Aug. %8 that "we the undersigned are on a record deploring
"bully."
tly
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Wil- Meese's selection and subsequen
1iam J. Brennan -accuses him of ex- bis performance aa attorney general
bibiting "arrogance cloaked as bum- of the United States. Because Meese
as an adjuoct professor at
ility" - an attorney general who is on leave
-'SL to ~, •• _ ..... _
"ty
.
•L:we w=
feigns "self~ac ing deference" in """ umvem ,from
bis monumental
ourselves
ate
an
ns;
"leading a chorus of lamentatio
official who bas no familiarity with ignorance and distortion of the law,
the Comtitution_and ~ role of the
the historical record.• _
U.S. Justice John Paul Stevens - sup~ Court 1'! Amencan govern·
·
suggests that Meese's education "is · menl
ne USD grwp'1 sweeping indict- somewhat incomplete ... because it
overloob the development of the law ment cbasmed wbat the academics
perceived to be Meese's "convoluted
in the last 200 years."
Historian Henry Steele Commager statement, on such subjects as the
echoes the sentiments of Justice ste- Bill of Rights," ·u well a■ bis "recomvem, declaring tl:.it Meese ignotts" marks indicating be doesn't
bistocy when be suggests that senti- prebend ... the presumption of innoof using eviments of the founding fathers sboald cence," bis criticiml
be followed literally today. Tbe deoce that might be tainted, bis
Founding Fathers, Commager said, handling of the D . Hutton white
collar case. "We bave in Waabingtoa
were deliberately vague.
However, the most scathing criti- a woefully incompetent attorney
cism of the attorney general came ireoeraI wbo ii making an oxymoron

=

4-,

~•

•

J,

!i~i::.::i :~
are
liberal
cations of Meese's stands,
constructionists who bope that they
can outlast Meese's tenure, as well a■

the conse"at ive presidency of
Ronald Reagan - who might appoint
penons with Meese's philosophy to
the nation's highest court if they re,

tire.

So what is Meese's motive? TbOtle
close to the attorney general say that
bis dream is to pU3b the nation back
toward the 18th century coocept of
federalism, back toward more autbority for states. The debate lie bu
stirred discm.,es crime, abortion, iltI

Edwin Meese Ill
dividual rights such as sexual habits,
!Cbool prayer and police authority.
However, it transcends even these
monmnen~ issues, reaching to the
heart of the Supreme Court's role in
the United States government, partlcularly its restraint of majority
opinion.

Argubly, It ii the most intense

•

~ DEBATE

i

Pace C&

J

\

oe2~:~~!~!!.,1~:2, ~~I~!~a~~t~e~:-~ .... _~

lenged the proposition that the 14th manent and, except by means of for- asked is what does guide a judge
in
constitutional confrontation since amendment
made the fir.it amend- ma) amendment, unchangeable."
the interpretation of the Constitution.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt ment, guaranteeing
freedom
of
And,
speaking
at
USD
several
•
•
.
.
The
difficulty today," retried to pact the Supreme Court in speech and
religion, applicable to the weeks ago, Federal Appeals Judge · sponds Eastland, "is that judges are
1937. Nobody can remember, for ex- states.
A Republican appointed by Robert H. Bork declared that faith- too often guided by their own ideas
ample, the last time a sitting justice ' President
Ford, Stevens added that fulness of the "original intent" of the about the Constitution, rather than
of the Supreme Court criticized a sit- 1 Meese
"overloob the profound im- Constitution's architects "is the only the Constitution as it was written."
ting attorney general by uame.
portance of the Civil War ... on the legitimate ba!is for constitutional
However, Eastland also insists
Meese began the flap with a semi- , structure of our government"
__ .. ...Jlecision _ . mential to prev..ent that Meese never said that the 14th
nal speech in July to the America
,
•
:
:
_
courts
from
Invading
the
prt>per , amendment should not apply to the
Bar Association. It is time, be told
Breuu's speecll at Georgeto"1! - domail) of democratic government" states. Meese, be said, "takes seriousthe lawyers, that the Supreme Court 'j University held that provisions
of
the
Bork
said
that
be
did
not
intend to · ly the entire Constitution and the 26
return to the doctrine of "jurispru~
·
;
• ·
·
· : amendments." Meese also believes,
dence of original intent" Courts, be ·
In his July speech, Meese said that tlu Bill of '.
said, are failing to interpret the Con- \
Eastland concludes, that the passage
•
.~
•
1
&.-fi .1- ,_,
of the Civil War aDiendment (the
stitution according to the views of Rights, when draJ•ed.; applied
on )' t~ tne eucr... . ,, ,,. .
Hth) signalled the tnie completion of
those who drafted it 200 years ago. government
, not to tlie sta(es.
' ·, ·
; ·
the founding of the American repubThe intentions of the Founding Fa.
Ile.
thers are the "oaly reliable guide"
· Few· believe that Meese can roll
for judges to follow in interpreting Constitution are "obscure" - tbit it identify f !th Meese's views, but the
was written for "a world that is {ead content, ·timing · and situs of bis the Supreme Court back to the days
the Constitution, be added.
·
and gone." Framers, be added, bid speech left no doubt where bis spn- of the F!)Wldiog Fathers. Or, for that
The precise definition of "original their differences in cloats of gener- pathies rest.
· • t'
matter, that the country would be
intent" forms the core of today's con- : allty" liecause,they could not agree
,
- • .
. .·
•· ~ comfortable
the original in. stitutional debate, although it is not '. on particn1ars. --=- ~ .._ . - Bru.ce.f'~ a consen:i!;live lawyer:- · terpretatioas under
of the Constitution, a
precisely clear exactly what it is. In
Meese bas supportem, inclucf!!!g. who ~ wntten extemively about' document that permitted slavery,
bis July speech, Meese said that the presumably, the President bimse!.f. the- Supreme eourt,- observes,
"Once
Bill of Rights, when drafted, applied Walter Berns, a constitutional soool- you unhinge yoursell fro':° the intent whose drafters envisioned an elitist
Senate, and who had strongly diveroaly to the federal government, not ar at the American Enterprise llisti- of the framei;s. . there 15 00 0th
er gent ideas about religion.
to the states. The Supreme Court, be tute, scoffs at Justice Brennan's dis- 1~
~ • •·
·
Many Americans share Meese's inadded has used the pos1 Civil war· dain for tile intention of the Fouildlilg
Terrj Eastland; director of public terpretations, as well as those of Ste14th amendment (guaranteeing due Fathers. The framers, be wrote;~)- affairs for tbe_Department of Justice
vens,
process and equal protection) im- emnly wrote to keep the times to and a torme~edltorial writer for The perts. Brennan 'and_tbe academic exA vigorous coostitutiooal deproperly to expand federal power.
the extent possible, - in tune with Saa Diego Uaioa, bolds similar opin- bate on the eve of the Constitution's
Liberals and moderates, such as the Constitution.
·;
ions. "Ifi as Justice Stevens says. it ii 200th birthday to sort oat the divisive
Brennan, Stevens, et al, quietly ' · "In the words of the great €bief impossible to discern tbe intent
of issues bothering Americans is
leaped into tbe fray. Stevens said in I Justice John Marshall,":-Berns.,aaid, the. framep and applJ .it
today,~ precisely what the Constitution_is all
response that DO Supreme Court jus- I"the principles of th~ Constibltion ~~about :
,-·

I
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'.xr rrint-l)lg~q Ethics
:'· ·
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"everybody does it." This wu the limp alibi

Vice President Spiro T. Agnew offered
after copping a plea for accepting bribes
from contractors doing business with the

; The subjec_t being discussed at the executt.ve seminar was Ethics and Moral Con tijcts. "When confronted with such a ' State of Maryland. "It was an established
practice when I came into office," be
d!Jemma," a vice president of IBM con.abrugged. But public officials must anticifessed, "we simply ask ourselves whether
pate that their condµct will be scrutinized.
we would be embarrassed if all the details
If the official w1Bhes to keep a certain
o(this decision were to be published on the
transaction or activity hidden, a sense of
front page of the Wall Street Journal. If the
. self-preservation-if nothing more~ e r is no, we .would go ahead. If the
ahould prompt application of µie ethical
amwer is yes, the ~ision is reversed."
.
.
·
litmus test.
few years later, I conducted a aeries of
When the foreign Corrupt .Practices Act
u,-.erviews with senior executives of major .
was passed in -1977, it was conceived as a
~opean corporations on the ~thical pracpreventive measure against the practice of
tices in American business compared with
American corporations bribing govern.European custom. The consensus view was
ment officials to . acquire foreign ·trade ·
t!at American business was no better than
advantages. This law was precipitated by
Eurooean business. However, time and
_the Lockheed Corp:'s multimillion-dollar
hese executives noted that IBM was
-~
bribe of Prime Minister Tanaka. the high~ e...:eption. Quite naturally, these un.so·
li¢ed, laudatory comments ·about one . est elected official in Japan.
While A. Carl Kotchian, then the presi~erican corporation impressed me and
·dent of Lockheed, pointed out repeatedly
- ~used me to reflect on the test that the
that thel"e was no law at that time
~ executive referred to 10me ·years
.prohibiting tuch bribes, he readily ·ac. ·
.
earlier.
·:t'rom Teapot Dome to Watergate and . .know~edged that the $12 million that went
to _the prime minister and other public
from Abscam to Japanscam, ethical acandils are very much a part of ow- hi.story. official., were ,ecretpayments. These,~
payments JNere buried tn .the financial
Qle milht say that they are u American as
reports of the corporation (in violation of ·,
. ~le pie. ·Thia grist for the investigative
· tecunties Jaws) and -when these .1'eCJ'ets
· J'1ll)Orter's mill might be more scarce if
were revealed, it led to, .in Kotchian'a
officials confronted with ·complex value
word.<1, "the humiliation of ·arrest and
· · decisions posed this simple question:
imprisonment." In Japan, !l'anaka resigned
"Would you be embarrassed if this apand one citizen was 10 ashamed that he
.peared on the front page of tomorrow
committed suicide by plunging his plane
morning's newspaper?"
.
'-Unfortunately, we have two recent ex- · · into the Tanaka home. •. ·
The suicidal reaction of one Japanese
amples of how this test might have served
citizen to the Tanaka scandal is undoubtedlocal politicians. ls City Councilman Uvaldo
ly extreme. However, it does give us a clue
11.artinez embarrassed when a newspaper
u tp how inextricably bound the citizens
-prints the travel and entertainment exare to their elected officials. They share
pmises of all San Diego's Council members
their pains as well u their triumphs. The
~ this list indicates his expenses were
sad events on the local political scene these
&,% higher than the next biggest spepder?
past several months have diminished all of
Does be wish be had acted differently when
San Diego's citizens. We weep for our
it is revealed that some of those he said he
fallen heroes.
,
dilled with and discussed city business
·deny it? Public officials are IUJ)posed to
•2•md public money as if it were their-own.
R.F. UNeil ia a· profeuor of economic6 at 1
~ ( · the kind of care that an ordinarily
·
1M Univemty of San Diego. . .
.
,;... ,
-------:;:;: :,: :. . .·
. · ~ - ~nt person would exercise in managing
hil own affairs? Would the coWlcilman
have 'been less '.mravagant .if be had
. aQticipated the publicatt9n of this list?

,.J!'-

======== ==1

· '~ hen there ii the Hedgecock tragedy. and frie~d and foe would agree that is what
· itp. One can argue that the conspiracy law
the .mayor violated is a bad law. (We can
rationalize just about anything.) What the
uyor and all officials must ask is: ~uppose
an.eager investigative reporter discovers
these aecret payments, wo~d we be e~blrraSSed if all the details _appeared _m
'. giorrow's newspaper? If officials coilBlB. UDtlY applied such.~ litmus test, .we would
sw-ely have fewer such tragedies in the
•'-At
Mure.
:~d it's not good enough to aay ......
(
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WOMEN .-

.

'; , U.S7 Intemation~,l ~ D 78 -

Fiona Murray ~ ~ e e throws
in the fipal 10 seconds to _lift the
Gulls in the Chapmari-Doubletree
championship game last night in
Orange. Murray had 16 points. Daisy
Mendez led USIU (3-1) with 19, Toya
DeCree had 14 and Amanda Spry 11.
USD's Debbie Theroux scored 20
,poirits, snared 13 rebounds and was .
named most valuable player in the
tournament. Kelli Behrens had 16
points, Julie .Evans 14 and Debbie
Simopoli 13 for USO (2-2), which shot
:·
·56 percent from the floor.
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Ho~er,. former Sears Iwe- .•
• Di :+ Co. distnct manager in San
. ego, has been hired as the dir
· :~:~i~=~~ti ons for t h e ~ _

2q~.---

(

*

'
V°"Comets, Mr. Hall~y and the
by
:• Dinosauers" Wl·11 be discussed
h . 'st William Kaufman, .
:
""1J~an: astrop ys1c1
will
: 7:30 p.m. tomorrow a .
: chester Center. Kaufmann
'be the comet and show a film
: d
h ding
~ escn
/
% about the ~pacecraft no~~~
/
; toward the 1cy mass. :J._L,;_,,

:

., ,.

•• *
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Study examines Mexico

aS

h,~n for refugees
1

By Arthur Golden ~

~·

·

Staff Writer

Tens of thousands of Central
Americans head north through a
country more populous than·all their
nations combined. Detained by authorities, they request political
asylum.
For many Central Americans, that
familiar scenario is not being played
out in the United States. For them,
this is the first act in the life-anddeath drama over refugee status in
Mexico.
Under a $16,250 grant from the
Ford Foundation, the law schools at
the University of San Diego and at
the National Autonomous University
of Mexico have launched what is believed to be the first academic study
of the legal status and treatment of
Central Americans in Mexico who
claim they are political refugees.
The research is being conducted by
two lawyers - one a member of 'the
New Mexico bar who is affiliated
with USJ1 the other a faculty memberatthe lrexican university, located in Mexico City.
Susan Drake, a coordinator for
USD's Mexico-U.S. Law Institute,
which is administering the study,
said the findings could have a direct
impact on the request for asylum of
many thousands of Central Americans in the United States.

Drake said that U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service judges
have denied requests for asylum on
the grounds that if Central Americans were really fleeing political ~
pression, they could seek safe havea
in Mexico, instead of the United
·
States.
However, Drake said, if the study
finds that Mexico has no legal medlanism for granting political-refugee
status, that could eliminate a potential obstacle from the Central Americans' efforts to seek asylum in the
United States.
Indeed, Drake said, Mexico never
signed a United Nations protocol that
defines a political refugee as someone with a '"well-founded fear" ol
persecution. The test generally •~
plied in Mexico, she said, has beell
whether someone seeking refugee
status has actually experienced persecution.
Clarice Stabler, an immigrati•
lawyer in Chula Vista who bas n.
connection with the study, said clarification of Mexico's position on
asylum would be extremely important for Central Americans wtaoee 1
cases are being considered by U.S. i
immigration judges.
Drake said USD will publish Ute
results of the study in English, aod
seek an additional grant to publish a
/
version in Spanish.
/
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ARCHITECTURE/CONSTRUCTION
Da,,id J. Garmu to vice president/
chief financial officer with the Childers
Co ... to McKeller Developmenr: Manha
Steinfield- to project sales manager/
Pacific Ranch; Marc Perlman as commercial leasing associate; Carolyn Miller
to project sales manager/ Fairway Vistas:
Debbie Kindler to escrow coordinator...
Sbenie Jama to media relations coordinator with Bowlen Holdings lnc.. :to Koll
Corutruction Co.: Douclas J. Zieman
and Brian Bourdaces as project superintendents.

Cohen

partment at Johruon cl Higgins ...Don
Sherman to sales manager with United
EDUCATION
Barbara Mendelson to assistant direc- nchnologies Communicatioru Co ... Waltor/ programming, law development and ter G. Mizer to general store manager/
alumni· relations at University of San North County Fair for Robinson's ...
Diego Lgw School Sherry s"'illlwiler to John M. Waddox to Cubic Corp ... Reint
assistant dean of students at National , Reinden to general manager of Morriolt
University ... Da¥td Dnenport to presi- Hotel/ l& Jolla ...Tom AnuUch to general
dent of Pepperdine University ... to the • manager/ Mission Valley West TraveUniwrsity of California. San Diego: La lodge with Santa Fe Management Group.
Jeu Sham to divisional dean/ Natural •. Mary Mitchell to executive director
Sciences; Michael Rotbsebild as division- / Easter Seals Society of San Diego ...Adal dean/ Social Sciences... Arleen Tuch- da Jimenez to assistant/ news service divacber to public relations at Natiorial Uni- ision at the Mexican American Foundaversity.
• tion .•.to Ace Parkin8: Allen D. Garrett to
- - vice president/ general manager; Donna
Kendri.ck to vice president/ administraGENERAL BUSINESS
Harry J. Munslncer to account execu- tive· assistant; Robert R. Luer to vice
tive with Smith Barney ... Edward V. Esta president/ chief financial officer; Lela
to second mortgag~ specialist at the L<>- Schweitzer to vice president/ office manamas & Nettleton Financial Group ... - ger ... Vlncent Franlr to president/ chief
Carole Fish-Botkin to education director operating officer at Molecular "Biosys·-=
of the San Diego unit/ American Cancer tems Inc.
Society ...Wllllam P. nomu to vice president/ marketing for Sea World... Ale:1 HEALTH
Amezcua to account executive at Pacific _ Dr. lnla A. Kaufnsan to chairman/
Insurance Agency .. .Rona Sandler to pediatrics at Scripps Clinic and Research
inariiger / commercial sales division at Foundation ... Rlck Weulund to vice pre~Del Mar Office Producrs... Eleanor B. sident/ business deYClopment at -Mercy
Henman to board of directors/ San Services Corp...Slster Vlrcinla Gillis to
DiegoOpera ... Bonnie Pearlman as sen- chairman of the Mucy Hospital board of
ior account administrator/ casualty de- directors. ..to Medical Bio/op lrutitute:

Davenport

Jimenez

Zieman

Carol Cowini to division of immunology; Roy J. Riblet to division of molecular genetics ... to Sharp Senior Health
Care: Dean M. Crowder to C.E.O. ; Dr.
Julie A. Prazlch to clinical director;
Michele McDoupl to executive dire~or. .

I

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Loraine Costa to public n:latipns
account executive at Arnold Buck.
/nc.. :CandlceWblteasartdirectorat

Amezcua

Phillips Organisation ...Lisa Leake to
marketing research coordinator at Lucas
Enterprises ...Knin OhUn to production
& design at Ted Hansm fH3ign A.rsoc.
...Tbomu Dean as director/agency services with Sullivan/ Luallin Assoc...Monlea Launder to controller at &nedict &
We//s .. .Vlctor J. Kine as staff accountant
at &rkman & Daniels.. .Patty Collen to
assistant account executive at Kenneth C.
Smith & Associates.
■
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· . P e r s o n n e l Flie
er
Maddox n am ed sales manag
at a division
a sC u b ic Western D
dMaddox sales manager-bus pro

~£rn

Data has named John M.
Cubit
developucts.
be responsible for new business
l
wil
x
ddo
Ma
n,
itio
pos
new
In his
more than 10
ment for the company. Withnce directly reerie
years of management exp market, Maddox
lated to the coach and bus vice president of
most recently was regional
·
the Flxible Corp.
hTec
of
titute
A graduate of The Georgia Ins ors degree in
hel
bac
a
ned
ear
be
ere
nology, wh
s to many national
engineering, Maddox belonginc
luding the Soci- ,
professional organizations
and th~ Society
ety of Automotive Engineering
.
ing
eer
of Mechanical Engin
C. Brittain as
~TI Corp. has appointed Johnnic division loctro
general manager of its ele was general mancated in Hadley, Pa. Brittain ht years prior to
ager of the divison for eig of international
being named vice president ector of GTI-lreoperations and managing dir Brittain started
land in March of this year.nufacturer in 1966
JOHN M. MADDOX
with the San Diego-based ma ently received a
rec
He
er.
ine
eng
t
University.
as a projec
inistration from Pepperdinerela
adm
ss
ine
bus
in
ree
deg
r's
tions for the
ste
ma
named director of corporatenning, implementa. Frank Horner has been
pla
l be responsible for the
UniversitLof Saf!..Qiego. He wil
ate fund-raising program.
por
cor
the
joined the
tion and evaluation of
that Dr. Michael J. Bailey has
Megatek Corp. has announced development. He will head the development
ed
ed vice president
company as director of advanc
James D. Hunt has been nam
o,
Als
ts.
of new product concep
·
of operations for the company.
tion-catering coordinator at the
ven
con
to
ted
mo
pro
n
bee
bas
a
lak
Ha
ne
ering.
· Ire
is the hotel's new director of cat
Radisson Hotel and Ed Fieldsn Johnson senior sales representative in San
Muse Air has named Leo Air with 21 years of airline industry experiDiego. Johnson comes to Muse
nce at
' ence.
appointed vice president of fina
n
bee
has
y
bur
alis
se-S
Ro
Susan
·
.
American Computer Corp.
ickson & Pullen as manager of · I
ndr
He
y
dre
·
Mark Collins bas joined McGla
n.
isio
div
es
vic
to ,
ser
es
Jon
ting
A.
sul
the con
the appointment of Richard
,.
Pancretec Inc. has announced
er.
nag
a's
ma
s
eric
of Am
national sale
ointed vice president in Bank
Michael J. Cella has been app
up.
ate '
San Diego Corporate Banking Gro
arlton Laguna Niguel as corporNe
z-C
Rit
The
ed
join
has
no
Sile
z:
s fro
Susan K.
lize iD developing corporate sale
sales manager. She will specia
.
.
port Beach to San' Diego.
th Rosso,
changes and promotions to Ka
Plese send news of personnelP.O. Box 191 San Diego CA 92112.
Financial Section, The Tribune,
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acksori, USO part company
By Bill Center
Staff Writer
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Senior Kiki Jackson, who lost his
job as USD's starting point guard this
sea son ~ the team, Coach
Hank Egan said yesterd ay.
"Kiki will not be back, and I'm
sorry I have to say that," said Egan,
whose team plays at Fullerton State
tonight to kick off ·a six-game road
trip.
Jackson missed the Toreros' home
victory over Southw est Texas State
Saturday night after having words
with Egan the previous evening.
"This was not something that just
came up betwee n Kiki and I," Egan
said. "We had differences last year.
This was the last straw.
"We decided before the season
started that we had to come to an
agreement or go our separate ways.
I don't feel good about the whole '
thing."
"I have no grudges against coach
Egan or anyone ," Jackson said last
night. "I respect him. I can only play
one way. He coaches another.
"We have had these differences for
some time. In the· best interest of me,
the coachi ng staff and my teammates, I've decided to not play anymore this season : This is something
that just kept building until it came
time for a parting of the ways."
.
'

Egan said the disagreement had to
do with playing time and Jackson's
role on the team.
Jackson transferred to USD from
Mesa Community College in Arizona
fast year. He started 25 of the
Toreros' 27 games last season and
averaged 9.1 points and 2.5 rebounds
a game.
But Jackson didn't start anr of

Stanford blasts
UCSD, 108-69
From News Services

STANFORD - · LSteve Brown
scored 20 points to lead six Stanford
scorers in double figures as the Cardinal cruised past UCSD, 108-69, la~•
night.
.
Stanford (2-0) out.scored the Tritons, 26-7, in the final eight minutes
of the first half en route to a 58-33
lead at the intermission:
The Cardinal defense forced the
Tritons , a Division III team, into
committing 31 turnovers, coming up
with 17 steals. Keith Ramee had six
thefts for Stanford..
Todd Lichti scored 19 points and
was perfect from the floor and the
foul line. Brian Backens scored 16
points to lead UCSD (2-2).

USD's first four games this season
and, after playing only 10 minutes in
the Toreros' 63-54 win over Nevada. Reno Friday night, he and Egan had
a postgame discussion outside the
locker room.
Jackson, who averaged 6.0 points
per game playing behind junior
transfer Paul Leonard, didn't appear
for a shoot-around Saturday morning
or for the game against Southwest
Texas State that night.
Egan said he still hadn't talked to
Jackson yesterday but that Jackson
had spoken with USD's athletic director, the Rev. Patrick Cahill.
Jackson's absence leaves only
freshman Danny Means behind Leon. ard at point guard.
Fullerton, a member of the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association, is 2-3, including a 76-71 win over West Coast
Athletic Conference member Loyola
Marymount last weekend in Utah.
The Titans are led by 6-foot-8 wing
forward Kerry Boagni (19.0 points,
5.6 rebounds), 6-4 guard Kevin Henderson (18.2 points) and 6-3 guard
Richard Morton (10.6).
USD (3-1) .is paced by swingmen
Mark Bostic (12.8 points, 4.8 rebounds) and Peter Murphy (11.3
points) and 7-foot center Scott
Thompson (10.5 points, 6.5_rebounds).
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. ~ ~ o n probably won't be back
. with Toreros
By _
T.R. '-Remman

,

to come back. So I didn't. But it was
of him saying one thing and me doinag combination good for anybody. But it's not like it's anything
It didn 't seem like much at the time
another." ·
coach Hank Egan brushed it off as mer, and USO ...Jackson still hasn 't spoken directly with Egan that can bury us."
Freshma Danny Means filled in for
ely
being and yesterday was unsure if.he
"a discussion." But his talk with guard
Jackson,
would. "It's like 95 and in USDn's ratin
Kik
i
Jack
g system, said Egan, "he was off
perc
ent that I'm not going back," said Jack
. son after last Friday night's win aga
son
,
the
inst Nevada- who averaged six poin
charts for the time he played." Mea
Reno is the last one Egan has had witb
ts and 20 minutes in the eight poin
ns had
'his
gua
rd,
thre
e
gam
es
he
play
and it may the last one ever.
ed this year. "The team is steal and ts, five rebounds, four assists, a block, a
one turnover in 16 minutes.
playing really well right now. They don
"I didn 't want to say anything about
't need me
Asid
e
it
from
at
the
Means, the Toreros
arou
nd
to
brin
g down their morale."
· time because I didn 't know where
Murphy and Mark Bostic at the offcan go with
Jackson started the first two games of
was going," said Egan, whose 3-1 Torthe situation
guard spot.
the year, Means can also spell Pau
eros play at but was replaced in the
l
Leo
nard
at
Cal-State Fullerton tonight. "Right now
the
point.
line
up
Friday by Pete
he said yesterday afternoon, "it doesn't , though," Murphy, who had been coming off the bench. Jack- TorTonight's game should be a good test for the
eros,
look good. son scored on one of his four
travel to Missoula, Mont., for
I don't think he's going to be back."
field goal attempts in Championwho
Holiday Classic this weekend. Cal-Stathe·
10
min
utes of playing time. He didn't make Satu
Jackson later met with USD athletic
te
r- Fullerton lost to Hawaii and Uta
h of the WAC, but
Rev. Patrick Cahill,· who agreed with director day 's shootaround or that night's game against bea
t Loyola-Marymount, a preseason pick
Egan's as- Southwest Texas State, whi
sessment.
ch USD won .
•
ish
second in USD's West Coast Athletic to fin:
"I
don
't
feel good about this in any way," said
"We had a run-in after the game," said
Confer- ·
.
a 6-foot-1 senior guard who started 25 Jackson, Egan, who declined to elaborate. on the specific ence
l'lli ·
"We
averaged nine points last season. "He games and problem. "If I knew any way to correct it before yea haven't seen anybody quite like this yet this
r," said
told me not this I would have tried it.
This kind of thing is not rather thanEgan, who will try to defend the Titans
score with them, as LMU tried to d
Tribune Sportswriter

/JSD
fin~s
encouragi

"Coach just told us to chip away
and bang in," said Thompson, who
turned in his best performance of the
year - 19 points, nine rebounds and
six assists over 40 bard minutes. "We
could have rolled over and died. I
think we learned tonight that we're
not a team that's going to give up."
The Titans led by 15 with 13 minutes to play, but Thompson scored 10
points over the next siJ: minutes and
the lead was down to five. It was still
at five with 4:30 left, but a couple of
USO turnovers and a couple of Titans steals boosted It back to 13 and
lights out.

!

ng
.si@s)n loss
By'f.ii~
Ttiballe SpcrlnrrltN

FULLERTON - In the preseason,
.,.llSD..coach Hank Egan talked about
the addition of quickness to his basketball team, saying a couple of new
players gave the_ Toreros a dimension they never bad before.
True enough, but after last night's
game at Cal State Fullerton, Egan
and bis team were left shaking their
beads.
"We've never seen quickness like
this," Egan said. "I think it disrupted
us, especially on offense in the first
half."
That's when USO shot 39 percent
from the floor to the Titans' 51 percent, and got itself in a bole it never
quite managed to escape. Ahead by
11 at the half, the Titans finally won
78-66.
Given the Titans' sizable advantage in quickness, this would have
been a good game for USO to win, ·,
although it wasn't a bad one to lose.
Especially the way the Toreros lost
last night.
ii Only three Toreros scored a total
of only 20 points in the first half,
when USO had just 10 rebounds and
committed 10 turnovers (after 51 in
its first four games).
"That was definitely a pressure
man-to-man," said center Scott
Thompson.
■ The guards - Paul Leonard,
Danny Means and Pete Murphy combined to make one of three field
goal attempts.
"Very interesting," said Egan,
whose team slipped to 3-2. The day
before, senior guard Kilti Jackson apparently quit the team. His experience and bis shooting, although
streaky at times, were missed.
■ USD's top scorer, Mark Bostic,
missed his wakeup call His first half
line was O-for-6 from the field, O-for-2
from the line, one rebound, two turn- .
overs, 14 minutes. He ended up with
,ts and three rebQunds.
"On different nights different people are going to have to contribute,''
said Egan. "In the second half be
kind of parked his offense and we got
some pretty good defense out of
him."
But the team offense finally got In
gear. In the final 20 minutes, USO
missed only four of its 22 shots and
rebounded evenly.

"We made some new-guy kinds of errors," said Egan. Mark Manor and
Leonard, both JC transfers, and
Means, a freshman, combined for 12
of USD's 19 turnovers.
j.
"We:re going to have to throw
those mistakes away and try harder," said Means. "We hadn't played a
team that got up and down the floor
like this one. I got caught standing
around sometimes."
They all did, but there were some
encouraging signs, too. Manor, a 6foot-6 swingman who was his conference MVP at Mesa (Ariz.) Community College last year, matched
Thompson for game-high honors with
19 points and bit 9-of-11 from the
field.
"It's taken awhile to get adjusted,"
be said, "but I'm feeling more comfortable all the time now." Without
Jackson, said Manor, who played
against him in high school and with
him at Mesa, "the scoring will have
to be spread around a little more.
But we'll adapt."
Said Egan, "The most positive
thing
have gone band
1 in bandwasoffwethecould
edge of the cliff and
11 we didn't."
Which was true, except the
Toreros' main problem was that they
found themselves in a bole and
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urnovers,
Fullerton's quickness
too
much for USD
. :Z..C/85'
:
.•
I

By Bill Center, Slaff Writer
FULLERTON - Twelve-point losses usually are not
the cornerstones of optimism.
· But-USO has~ball coach Hank Egan was in a surprisingly good mood last night after his Toreros dropped
a 78-66 decision at Fullerton State.
"This was by far the quickest team we have played
this year, and that quickness got to us in the first half
and eventually was the difference," Egan said.
"To say the least, though, we were not bad tonighL We
settled down in the second half and played some pretty
good basketball. We're going to be better because of this
game."
The improvement was evident last night as the
Toreros rallied from a 46-31 deficit to pull to within five
at 61-56 beliind the inside play of 7-foot center Scott
Thompson and forwards Nils Madden and Mark Manor.
1
But the quicker Titans (3-3) forced USO (3-2) to turn
the ball over five of its next six trips downcourt.
· Among them, Thompson, Manor and Madden scored 52
of the Toreros' points and were a combined 23-of-28 from
the floor.
Thompson also paced the visitors in rebounds (nine)

and assists (six). Playing against Thompson in his first
collegiate start was former San Diego High and Mesa
College center Herman Webster. The 6-6½ junior had six
points and no rebounds in 25 minutes.
"I had no idea Thompson was that good," said Fullerton coach George McQuarn.
"Tonight Scott did everything," said Egan, "but we
think Scott's the type of player who is going to be there
every night for us.

"The difference for us is going to be in th e other
players around Scott."
Both Manor and Madden hit for season highs last
night. Those efforts, however, were offset by the
backcourt, which scored only 12 points and hit but two of
11 shots from the field.
USO also turned the ball over 19 times against the
Fullerton pressure defense.
"We struggled early against their pressure," said
Egan. "Their quickness was a bit unsettling for us. No
one we had played even came close to Fullerton's quickness.
"The next time out against a quick team I expect we'd

do a lot better. Tltls was a learning experience."
Fullerton was paced forward Kerry Boagni's 18 points
and guard Kevin Henderson's 14. •The Titans ran nine
players in and out of the game. •
"We couldn't settle into any type of a pattern in the
first hall," said Egan.
t
_
The Toreroskshot ?nly 39 percent before intermission
- guard Mar Bostic go10g O-for-6 ,- and ha? only 18
a~t~mpts from the floor compared to_Fullerton s 27.,Tpe
v1S1tors also turned the ball over 10 times.
· '
_But USO hit 82 percent of its 22 second-half shots. The
only problem was that while Fullerton was taking 3l
shots (and making 17) the Toreros were getting only 22.
"It's very hard to win games when the other t~am gets
18 more shots than you," said Egan. "I think we can
rebound better (Fullerton out-reboun~ed USO 29-21, with
t,iii,,..w""",....,....,.,

Boagni leading both teams with 12) but the biggest thing
was the turnovers."
, With Kiki Jackson gone from the team, the Toreros
are down to two point guards, both new to the team.
Danny Means, who turned the ball over twice on bad
passes after USO had pulled to within five, is a freshman
wLeoho diddn't hseehmducfh acttion until l_ast ~ee~end. Paul_
oar , w o a our urnovers, IS a Jun1or co11ege
transfer.
.
.
.
"It hurt that Bostic had a horrible offensive game
tonight," said Egan. "In the second half, though, he
played excellent defense and that was one of the things
that helped us get going.
"We had the inside game working pretty good for us.
The play of Manor and Madden was surely encouraging."
_
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Researchers study
Mexjco's status as
haf~n for refugees
Results could help Central Ame~icans
requesting political asylum in U.S. ,.:
By Arthur Golden
Starr Writer

Tens of thousands of Central
Americans head north through a
country more populous than all their
nations combined . Detained by authorities , they request political
asylum.
For many Central Americans, that
familiar scenario is not being played
out in the United Slates. For them,
this is the first act in the life-anddeath drama over refugee status In
Mexico.
Under a $16,250 grant from the
Ford Foundation, the law schools of
the Unlversit)'. of San Diego and the
• National ]\U{onomous Omver$lty of
Mexico have launched what is believed to be the first academic study
of the legal status and treatment of
Central Americans in Mexico who
claim they are political refugees.
The research is being conducted by
two lawyers - one a member of the
New Mexico bar who is affiliated
with USO, the other a faculty member at the Mexican university, located in Mexico City.
Susan Drake, a coordinator for
USD's Mexico-U .S. Law Institute,
which is administering the study,
'said the findings could have a direct
impact on the request for asylum of
many thousands of Central Americans in the United Slates.
Drake said that U.S.~gr ation
and Natur · tion Service judges
have denied reques for asylum on
the grounds that if Central Americans were really fleeing political oppression, they c,:,uld seek safe haven
in Mexico, instead of the United
States.
However, Drake said, If the study
finds that Mexico has no legal mechanism for granting political-refugee
status, that could eliminate a potential obstacle from the ~entral Ameri-
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cans' efforts to 111!1?~ asy!um In the "
"
United States. ·
Indeed, Drake said, Mexico never ~
signed a United Nations llfOlocol that ;
defines a political refugee as some- ,.,
one with a "well-founded fear" of .~
persecution. The test generally ap- ::
plied in Mexico, she said, has been ~
whether someone seeking refugee ••
status has actually experienced per- ~
,
,
secution.
Clarice Stabler, an immigration : ·
lawyer in Chula Vista who has no ~
connection with the study, said clar1-"·~
fication of Mexico's position on · ,
asylum wo11ld be extremely import- ·.,:
ant for Central Americans whose -~
cases are being cbnsidered by U.S.
,
,
immigration judges.
Stabler said requests by Central
Americans for asylum in the United
States probably would be o,f benefit if
the applicants could show that Mexico rarely grants such status.
The USO institute and the Mexican
university signed an agreement last
year for various exchange programs,
but Drake said the Central American
study marks the first time the inst!- ·
'
tulions have joined forces .·..
Joan Fri~dland , a U.S. attorney '
based in Mexico City and one of the
researchers on the project, said between 150,000 and 300,000 Central .
Americans, mostly Guatemalans and,
Salvadorans, were living in Mexico.
At least 500,000 Central Americans
·were living in the United States,
Friedland said. Drake said only
about 3 percent of them have been
granted asylum.
Friedland said by phone from
Santa Fe, N.M., where she was visit- :
ing relatives, that the study wlll in:
elude Interviews with officials of the
Mexican government and the United
Nations, and with Central Americans
along Mexico's northern and southern borders.
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Principal to do study

e attitudes l on sui:rcid
\-)
By R.B. Brenner

C\ C.

t;'

'The whole purpose of
any
research is to get people
RAMONA - An elemen tary
school principal here will survey to think about the issue.'
groups of students and teachers at
- Karen Clark
Staff Writer

four San Diego County high schools
to study if attitudes on suicide differ
,according to age.
'
· and "The possibility of committing
Karen Clark, principal of James suicide is greater for older people
Dukes Elementary School in Ramo- than for younger people."
na, is conducting the survey for her
Clark said she will begin her redoctoral dissertation at the Universi- search next month and should be finty of San Diego.
ished by February or March. The
Sh~c eived permission to names of people who participate in
survey students and staff members the survey will be kept .(;onfidential,
at San Marc~, San Dieguito, TDo~ey but Clark plans to mak~ some of her
Pines and Universit)I of San 1ego f' d'
m mgs pu blic.
hi gh SCh00ls.
.
Parental permission is required
"The. whole purpose of. any rebefore the students par~icipate, . sea~ch IS .~o get ~pie to~ abou~- 1
Clark said yesterday. r J .
,.
the ISSU~ she said:.... __ 1
· .
In a letter that wi~ be mailed to \: Clark said s~e _is parjicularly in;·
I parents of San Marc~ High School · terested in con1papng 'the responses
siudents, Clark expl~ined _that · sh_e of t~achers and ~tu~ents to see_if the,
f hopes the survey results "will be uti- ·· two
groups have different attitudes
t
lized to enhance current suicide pre- on.suicide.
vention and intervention programs:" .
Although surveys ~ suicide are
·· Clark was introduced to the sub-·. relatively rare, most high schools do
ject in a very personal way last year, · not ignore the issue.
when she ~as as.5istant principal at · Randy Wilson, senior counselor at
Ramona High Sch?Ol. On~ ~f the stu- San Marcos High, said he met recent- ,
dents there committed swc1de.
ly with the senior class to talk about
After that, she said, "I became in~ suicide. From his experience, Wilson
terested in the subject and in ways has found that thoughts of suicide are
we can help prevent suicide."
more prevalent among high school
According to Clark, cases o~- - seniors.
gd.e-among people between 7ie ag~
"One of the things that happens,
of 15 and 24 ave increased ramati- particularly in the senior year, is
ca throughout the m States in that there are so many forces acting
recent years. ·
,
. on a student in terms of current pres. Most of the research on suicide sures and pressures they know are ·
among this age group has focused on coming up," he said.
college students and not on those in
Wilson ~id he tries'to let the stubigh school, she said. 1The "suicide dents know they are not alone in havopinion questionnaire" that Clark has ing apprehension about the future.
prepared contains 100 ~uestions that He added, "We talk about the idea of
asks respondents to agree or disa- suicide as something that is pre':'entgree about a variety of statements.
able."
•
•
Among the statements are:
I
During the past six years, three
1
"I would feel ashamed lf a mem- students from San Marcos High i
ber ol my family committed sui- School have committed suicide, accide," "Most people who commit sui- cording to Superintendent William .
cide do not believe in an afterlife," Streshly.
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US Dw om eif ·
edge·'-, Irvine ~ r;
'
J-''1

The Universl!.L.2!__ S"an Diego
women's basketoall team shot only
' 34.3 percent from the field last night
. but managed to cfefeat UC-Irvine, 58M, at USO.

Loca l Brie fs
The Toreras' Debbie Theroux
scored 20 points and had 12 rebounds.
· Theroux made seven of 16 shots.
Julie Evans, a freshman from Hilltop
High, scored 16. Madeline Crawford
led all scorers with 21 points on 10of-18 shooting, and Nadia Burks from
San _. Diego scored ·10 points . for the
Anteate~ (2-1).
· .
·
.• USO (3-2) next plays at home
against San Francisco State on Satwday.

·

USIU HOCKEY -:- U.S. International University scored two . quick
goals in the first period, the first at
12:09, as the Gulls beat University of
Wisconsin-River Falls 4-2 last night
· in River Falls. Wisconsin-River Falls
did not score until the third period.
CYCLOCROSS - The Sorrento Cyclocross Championships will take
place on the UC-San Diego cross
country course on Sunday beginning
at 9 a.m. In cyclocross, ·contestants
ride, carry or pus}l their bicycles
over a variety of terrain, such as
barricades and gullies. The "ob. ~rved trials" begin at 9, where cy~ts ride over old-'Jres and ride on a
. ~ ephone pole 01\ir a ditch. ·

fogeneration ~£.CP!' Hawthorne Engine Sy§te~iaste-ported the cogeneration facility it installed at the University of San Diego
has met,and exceeded original energy an~ financial projections. The
company said the facility, given its
current capacity, is expected to-save
the university about $400,000 over the
,,,, next 10 years. The cogeneration fa- ;
cility consists of three G398, 350-kilowatt Caterpillar natural gas en/
gines,

' ii-',,? ..
Tom Blair
HE REAL STORY: The last
two words in yesterday's UPI
bulletin on Mayor
Hedgecock's case were the real
meat to most who've followed San
Diego's version of "The NeverEnding Story": "THE STATE
SUPREME COURT HAS REFUSED
TO HEAR MAYOR ROGER
HEDGECOCK'S APPEAL FOR A
NEW JUDGE, BRINGING
HEDGECOCK'S REMOVAL FROM
OFFICE CLOSER TO REALITY.
MORE ... MORE ... "
AIR WAVES: Roger Hedgecock
may or may not be history, but one
of his staunchest defenders in the
local media sang his swan song
yesterday. KSOO's afternoon talkshow host Ed Bieler took his last
turn at the microphone. He's leaving
to pursue plans for sports
programming in cable TV .. ..
. Interim operators at KIFM, the
radio station in FCC limbo, have
asked listeners if they want jazz
programming expanded to 24 hours
a day. The jury's still out, but KIFM
has received thousands of responses.
Included: a high-tech stack of
computer-generated votes from the
Salle Institute - all arriving
postage-due.... Meanwhile,
competition for the station's license
is thinning. With hearings all this
month in Washington, the number of
applicants has dropped from 46 to
.
22. -

T

HONEST NORM: Norman Wilbur
Hickey, our new county chief
administrator, brings with him from
Florida a reputation for diligence
and honesty. But how honest is he? A
Hickey colleague, Vincent Lupo,
director of Hillsborough County's
Office of Community and Economic
Development, tells of a time he and
Hickey flew off to an out-of-town
conventiQn. Hickey took sick one
afternoon and retired to his hotel
• ,/
room, missing an afternoon
conference. But first, says Lupo,
Hickey phoned hi:S secretary back in
Tampa.and made sure he was •
docked for an afternoon of sick
leave. ·
INSPffiATION: If you believe his
version of events, it took Allen Glick
a long time to figure out that his Las
Vegas casino operations were
controlled by The Mob. By the time
he did, he was trapped. But Glick
still managed to get out of Vegas
with $70 million in his pocket and,
apparently, a relatively clear
conscience. Which leads one local
crime watchdog to an inspired
suggestion: "They oughta make
Glick the 1985 poster boy for the
Crime Victims Fund."
UNKINDEST CUT: Kay Davis,
who's announced plans to run again
for the school board, defeated Joe
Bradley in her first race. And
Bradley thought he gave her a ·
pretty good run for her money. Now,
· he's not so sure. This week, Bradley j
received a letter from Davis. A form
letter, perhaps: "People such as you I
helped me generously last time and
. I need to~count o~yo~ ag~ ..~ -~• . j

SAN DIEGANS' INK: At least 14
of his former colleagues at ~D'..t
Law School would agree that U.S.
Atty. Gen. Ed Meese needs some
coaching on the U.S. Constitution.
But Bernard Siegan, an
acknowledged constitutional expert
at USO, is appearing as friend.
Siegan accepted an invitation last 1
week from the Attorney General to
come to Washington to brief Meese •
and 12 Justice Dept. officials on
"economic liberties and the
Constitution." ... Beverly Hill won
$3,000 during a taping of the TV
game show "Let's Make a Deal." •
The show won't air until Jan. 20, and
it may be another 90 days before she '
gets the check. But Hill doesn't
anticipate any trouble collecting.
She's a collector for the UnionTribune credit office.
BOTl'OM LINE: The break with
tradition, wherein a judge, Dick
Murphy, appeared at City Hall this
week to swear in council members
Judy McCarty and Ed Struiksma,
has led to the latest bit of gallows
humor at City Hall: The next mayor
will be sworn in by Judge William
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Workshop
scheduled
I

-;J-C f~-

A workshop about alternatives
to drinking or other drugs during
the holiday season will be conducted at the U.n!Y!:rsity of San
~De c. 13 from 7 p.m. to 10
p.m. the Solomon Lecture Hall,
·
DeSales Hall.
the
by
ed
sponsor
is
This event
ism,
Alcohol
on
Council
l
Natjona
. San Diego area, along with
numerous co-sponsors.
The workshop will be in the
form of a country fair. There will ·
be booths with information,
games, music and other alternatives to using s_ubstances.
Food and drink (nonalcoholic) wiJI be served. There
will also be a number of short
presentations about having fun
without substances on this holiday season.
The event is free and the public
is welcome. For more informa- .
tion contact the National Council
Alcoholism, San Diego Area at
270-1661.
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US D to play at Montana in tourney tonight
t6t

Now
J~?roit line is function- playillg McNeese (La.) Sbte (3-1) in
ing, Coach Hank Egan will be looking the second game. The winners and
for more from his backcourt tonight losers meet tomor~ow night.
when the University of San Diego
USD got 52 points from its three
basketball team ventures to Missoii- ·front-line players: in a 78-66 loss at
la, Mont., for the Champion Holiday Fullerton State o~ Tuesday night, but
Classic. .
its guards hlt only two shots from the
The Toreros (3-2) will play host floor.
•·
Montana (3-2) in tonight's opening
With last week's departure of last
match, with South Alabama (2-1) season's starting point guard, Kiki

I.

Jackson, the Toreros are down to a
junior-college transfer and a freshman ,at point guard.
"We ran into .the quickest team
we've played at Fullerton, 3:nd it affected our guard play," Egan· said.
"But we're OK at guard. I thought
our second-half play Tuesday, night
represented quite an improvement
over the first half: We'll be fine."
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BASKETBAiL -~ The USO ·

-! men's basketball team will meet host
Montana (3-2)-toliight in the opening
game of the Champion Holiday Classic in Missoula, Mont. · South Alabama (2-1) and McNeese (La.) State
(3-l) will follow. USD's three frontline players earned 52 points in-a 78'· 66 · loss at Cal State Fullert~ on
Tuesday. . ··:
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7prog ram to explore the beginnings of the
story of ~us as presented in various texts
•·~et~ ng of the Lord : A
Study of the Birth Narrativ es in
the Gospe ls," will be presente d
during the first four Sundays
in Decemb er at Bethleh em
Luthe ran Church in Encinita s.
· The church is located at 925
Balour Dr.
The Rev. Jack Lindqui st. an
assistan t professo r of Rel igio us
Studies at the University of San
Diego, will lead the analysis of
tlievari ous ways in which· the
beginnin gs of the story of Jesus
are presente d in the texts or"the

New Testame nt, from the letters of Paul and in the Gospel of
John.
Rev. Li nd quist was ordained
a minist er of the Luthera n
Church in Americ a in 1963.
From 1963 to 1973, he was the
founding pastor of All Saints
Lutheran Church in San Diego.
He bega n teachin g religio us
studies part-tim e at USD in
1971 and b ecame a full-tim e
ass istant professo r with a speciality in the New Teste mant in THE REV. JACK LINDQUIST
To lead lecture series
the fall of 1983.

Sali Diego, Calif.
.Union
(Circ. D 217,324)
(Circ;. S. 339, 788)

fogen eratio n ~£cp s
Hawthorne Engine Systeirt si~eported the cogeneration facility it installed af the University of San Diego
has met and exceeded original energy and fin~cial projections. The
company said the facility, given its
current capacity, is expected to save ,
the university about $400,000 over the
,,,. next 10 years. The cogeneration fa. I
cility consists of three G398 350-kilowatt Caterpillar natural
en- '
gin~.
/
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left, Joel Kraemer, Muzamll H. Siddiqi and
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Dialogue: Scholars say Judaism,
y, Islam share tradition
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tia
ris
Ch
"J-f ~5'
/,
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Conllnaed from B~
the Torah. It Is faith that Is needed,
not fasting and rituals," Maimonides
uld.
Kraemer said the Talmud, a compendium of commentary on Jewish
law, does not contain much about
Christians or Moslems because It
was in the process of being complied
during the growth of Christianity,
nnd 1,1nm began In the Rth century.
several hundred years after the Talmud was completed.
"In the Middle Ages, the sages did
address the problems. Al that lime,
restrictions against associating with
non.Jews were dropped In regard to
Christians and Moslems," Kraemer
said.
Association was forbidden In
pagan times, he said, because of the
loose morals of the pagans from the
Jewish point of view.
"Maimonides and other sages required Jews to visit the sick, bury
the dead and care lot the l)O!lr
among CbrlsllaM and M01lema as
well as Jews," he said.
He said Judaism does not envision
the conversion of all people to Judaism, but a future period of peace
and tranquWty among Jews and
'
people of the nations.
"Why should othen convert to JuParadi111
attain
can
they
If
• dalsm
without I~ or I could say without
bearing that cross," Kraemer uld.
lie said It ls the view of Malmonides that Jesus and Mohammed
bring the message of God to the gen-

,

tiles.
''This tells us this great teacher
was ready to assign a Messianic role
to both Jesus and Mohammed,"
Kraemer said.
Pachence said that as a Christian
he looks back on a rocky past of
crusades against Islam and persecutions of the Jews.
"Our speaking here may be nothing more than an attempt lo heal
the wounds of the past,'' he said.
He said a useful Image for the dialogue among the three great faiths
Is that of a journey, ·
"Abraham went to new land not
knowing what Is down the road.
Mohammed left his tribe and nation
lo spread God's word and Jesus
called disciple!! to follow him and
then go out lo spread God'• word.''
,
Pachence said.
lie said each faith believes that
the word of God came to humanity
becaWM! of God's desire to be merciful.
To Christian.'!, Jesus Is the word of
God as a human being; for MOilema,
the Koran ls the word of God In a
human language; and for Jew1,
God's word forms a people of covenant and an eternal law, .Pacbence
uld.
He said the divinity and Messlashlp of Jesus taught In Christianity
are a maj~ cause of ill division

a

r

1
••

from the other religions, but their
meaning la being re-examined by
•
Christian lheologlans today.
"Dlalogue wlll not blend differences Into a consensua, but can brln&
, I
understanding." be said.
Siddiqi sald In Islam God Is f
.;
human!all
viewed as the creator of
ty and all are one.
He said Christiana and Jews are ,
called "People of the Book" by
Moelems, and that Islam recognlzeo
the Torah and Goi!pel u having a
divine origin.
Siddiqi sald that from the Islamic
point of view, Jesus came to call
Jews back to the covenant and to
. teach a message of crace and love.
"Then the ChrlJtlana turned the religion of Jesus Into a rellglon about
Jesus," he uld.
lie said Mohammed waa the
prophet to connrm all that was good
In the leaching of Moses and Jesus.
He said the Koran places ChrlsUa119 and Jews closer to M01len11
than any other religion.
"Moslems can eat wltll tllem and ,
may intermarry," he sald.
He said Islam ii cl01er to Judaiam
ln the matter of law and closer to
Christianity In universal etblai ud
the teaching of the brotberbood of
",
.•,11 mankind ,

'
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Interfaith dialqgue

sets·fOIDmon Jaith

Scho1irs of Judaism, Christiam1/·ty
and Islam probe roots of religions
By Rita Glllmoa, s11n Wrller

.

Religious people, regardless or their faith, should behive more 'like children or Abraham and less like Caln and Abel, said the Rev. Ron Pachence,
one or three speaker! at an interfaith dialogue this week.
•
He spoke on a panel that included Muzamll H. Siddiqi, Ph.D., director or the
Islamic Society or Orange County, and Joel Kraemer, Ph.D., visiting professor at SDSU's Lipinsky Institute for Judaic Studies. Pachence Is an 'associate
professor at the Univel'!ity or San Diego's department of religion and ls a
Roman Catholic priest.
·• t
•
Caln, the fil'!t son of Adam and Eve according to Genesis, slew bis brother
Abel over the question or whether
/ ,
' 1
animal or vegetable sacrifices were ·
1
more acceptable to God.
"We ail have a common faith in
an Immanent God," said Pachence.
"And we also believe in a God that Is
omnipotent, divine and transcendent, beyond our attempts to box God
ln."
lmpertal B
Despite a history or discord ex(San D
tending hundreds or year~, the
speaker! for Judaism, Christianity
and Islam all expressed optimism
for the future.
"I am hopeful for the future, but It
will not depend on labels, but on our
belief and actions," Siddiqi said.
The three scholars discussed parallels and differences between the
religions, each or which has its roots
in the Hebrew Scriptures.
The dialogue, sponsored by the
National Conference or Christians
and Jews, was an attempt to start
conversation among the three faith
Volunteers are , Deeded
groups.
participate in 8
• lo
funded .1
federally"It Is a natural outgrowth or our
lo he! p, ot P~ogram designed
work among Christians and Jews,"
P caregivers cope with
said Dennis Hart, director or the San
memory and p bl
d f' •
.
ro em-solving
Diego region for the conference.
c 1c11s in Alzh .
Kraemer said he views the call
patients.
c1 mcr's
for dialogue as a call to experience
Volunteers Will I
the other side. "Too often we know
strategies and tech . earn
our own faith from the inside and
stimulatin
niques for
8 memory and
view it positively in the light of the
P~obfem-solving sk I.11 T
best it can be. We criticize the other
will receive c
s: hey
their I'
omJl:nsa11on for
from the outside," he said.
imc. For info
.
He said the view or the Jewish
and eligibil'
. rmat1on
call
Dr
1v1/Y
requirements,
people as "chosen" does not make
the usn S hry Quayhagen at
them better than other!. "Their cho~
c oof of Nursing.
sen-ness is not unconditional. If they
follow their covenant, they are
blessed. Ir not, they are banished,"

Coping w~

Alzheiifi~f s

he said.
1

Kraemer said the nations of the '
world have their own covenant, the
Covenant or Noah. It contains the
minimal ethical obligations for
righteousness, such a, prohibitions
against Idolatry, murder, adultery
and stealing, and a requirement for
courts of law where anyone can go
for justice.
"The dominant rabbinic view ls
that the righteous of the nations of
the world will attain immortality,"
Kraemer said. quoting the medieval
iage Maimonides.
"The patriarchs did not observe

I

See DIALOGUioa Page B-7
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yJllllSf~nal pits

USD -teammates

. ,. ."":"1_..
- ~ ...,;_.,.
• ~-1
Pitnclge, who had dispatched eec-1
Special '° TIie Union
ond-seeded Russell Myers of SDSU in
Two teammates and best friends the quarterfinals, Jost none of bis in. will face each other today.in the final, tensity for the semifinal with Pamof the San Diego All-College tennis ich. After dropping the first three.
tournament at U~D. _
games, Patridge turned on the fireFourth-seeaed David StewFt, a I. power, attacking the net ~ try to
,
USO freshman from Saratoga, C8lif., , throw Pamich off his game. ·
·!
will play ninth-seeded Scott Patridge ' "Pamich is basically a counterof La Jolla, a junior, in the singles puncher," Patridge said. "I tried to
...;
final.
· work him around at the baseline and
I
Yesterday in the semifinals, Pa- I move him back and forth."
tridge came from 0-3 down in the '. According to USO coach Ed Colfirst set to defeat 10th-seeded SenJien I Jlns, Patridge bas suffered from Jack
Parilich, a USIU sophomore from I of confidence.
Rome, 7-5, 6-2.
"That win over Myers helped me a
Stewart beat USO sophomore Jot mentally," Patridge admitted.
Chris Smith, seeded fifth, 6-3, 6-3. "But I still needed to beat Pamicb
Smith, a left-hander, is a native of and prove to myself that I could keep
Vancouver, British Columbia.
winning."
The final will mark the third
Patridge, who saved a match point
· 1
match in a row against fellow at 2-5 in the third set against Myers,
i,_
Toreros for Stewart. In the q0¥terfi- ~ said that be_thrives on pressure. ·
• nals he beat Curtis-Dadi
·
t' up or ma~ point
· sets.
down, I ove~ffia(Teeling. rs neal - ..,
"It's no fun," Stewart said. ''You lµgh," he said.
don't know whether to go out all
Patridge Jed 5-4 in the first set bepumped up or . how to act. It'll be fore Pamich broke back for 5-all. But
worse against Scott because he's my , Patridge continued to pound heavy
very best friend. It's largely because approach shots, defusing Pamich's
of him that I came to this school at ,excellent passing shots, and broke
all."
again to lead 6-5. Patridge then
Stewart broke Smith in the seventh aerv · out the set.
game of the first set with a winning
in the second set, Patridge kept
drop shot. He then reeled off another the pressure on his opponent and
six games to lead 4-0 in the second I broke in the fifth and seventh games.
set before Smith forged a brief come- Pamicb, whose father, Abdon, won
back.
, an Olympic gold medal for Italy in,
"I felt pretty much in control and , 1964 in the 50-kilometer walk, ac- ~
Chris seemed to have fallen apart a cepted defeat gracefully, and the two
little," Stewart said. "So I relaxed I Immediately made plans to practice
and suddenly he'd won two games. together over the Christmas vacaThat happens to me sometimes. I get 1tion. USIU is on the quarter system,
lackadaisical."
. and since all the team members are
Smith crept back to 4-2, but games ' from overseas, most have already rethen went on serve, Stewart winmng f turned borne, leaving Pamich with1 • • ~ out practice
&-~.
.
partners.
~tally, David had the better
Today, the ~ingles final will begin , ,
, match," said Smith who in the quar- at 10 a.m., with the doubles semifiterfinals had beate~ top-seeded Julio nals and final to follow.
,
Noriega of San Diego State. "I was
/
·
still excited about beating the No. 1 1
seed and getting to the semis. But
I'm not upset I Jost. It's still an allUSO final."

By Linda Pentz

i

· WIIlS

easily in .-

t~f,~~~~!,

scored 17 points, and had 10 rebounds
and four blocked shots last night to
lead the University of San Diego to a
81-66 victory over McNeese State of
Louisiana in the consolation game of
· the Champion Holiday Classic in
Missoula, Mont.
Forwards Mark Manor and Nils
Madden scored 17 and 16 points for
the Toreros (4-3), who made 54.4 percent from lhe floor to the Cowboys'
39.7 percent.
With seven minutes and 30 seconds
left in the first half, USO outscored
the Cowboys 21-8 to lake a 47-34 lead
at halftime. After that, the closest
McNeese St. (3-3) came was 67-58
with 5:03 to play.
Jerome Batiste scored 28 points to
k.~'1 M.·Neese St. .
_ ..
Air Force 85, USIU 83~ OT - · Maurice McDonald scored 17 points to
lead the Falcons past the Gulls in
overtime at UCSD. USIU had cha nces to win in regulation and in overtime, but failed to capitalize both
times. Dwayne Cross scored 27
points for the Gulls (2-3) and teammate Joe Yezbak scored 22 points.
USIU led by as many as 10 points in
the second half. Air Force (4-2) outrebounded USIU 56-35.
Point Loma Nazarene 88, La Verne
45 - Deon Richard scored 14 points
and had eight rebounds lo lead the
Crusaders past the Leopards (0-7).
Freshman Milch McMullen, who had
nine rebounds, and Steve Bruce
added 12 points each for the Crusaders (5-1). Point Loma led 11-2 6:15
into the game, and 41-21 at halftime.
WOMEN
Point Loma Nazarene 76, Southern
California College 70 - Monica
Leach scored 25 points and grabbed
12 rebounds lo lead the Crusaders (22) in the NAIA District III opener.
Ann Duffy scored 24 points and
teammate Shannon Anderson. a
freshman from Crawford High ,
scored 17 points and had 12 rebounds.
USD 66, Sa n Francisco St. 48 Julie Evans scored 16 points and
Karen Skemp had 12 points to lead
the host Toreras (4-2) over the Gators
(0-6). Caroline Marshall scored 17
points for the Gators.
Los Angeles St. 76, UC-San Diego
62 - Patti Held scored 17 points and
Susan Perez added 15 points as the
Eagles defeated the host Tritons.
Forward Lynne McLevie led the Tritons (2-3) with 21 points and 15 rebounds.
_/
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Gordo n T. Ownb y

Examiners Build Dialogue With Sch ools
0

Members of the state Committee of Bar
law students on the bar exam pl'OCNI, the
Examiners are trying to Increase the dla- ' committee la working
on a videotape to show
logue with the state's Jaw schools, and one of
students how the bar examin ers operate.
the ways they hope to strengthen their ties 11
Moat of the fllmlng has been done for the vithrough two proposed Joint groups, a comdeo and the tape 11 currently tn lta early editmittee membe r said last week ,
• lngphase, Yu said.
Diane Yu, of Oakland, said the committee
"It describes, tn a way so far not available
has approved setting up two new forums for
to law students, a better explanation of how
law school deans and committee member■ • the committee operate
s and It also dllCUlsee
to discuss mutual concerns.
key policy decisions the committee haa
The larger of the groups, to be called the
made," she said.
Law School Educational Assembly, would
meet annually and would Include all law
school deans In the state and all the members of the Committee of Bar Examin ers. Yu
LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL wt1J beconie the
said the assembly would be a helpful forum
home of the first permanent, public sculpfor discussion or existing program s and to
ture tn Los Angeles by the tnOuentlal pop
get feedback from the examin ers and law
artist Claes Oldenburg next spring with the
schools.
Installat
ion of "Toppling Ladder With SpillThe other, smaller group - the Law
Ing
Paint" In the school's courtyard.
School Educational Council - would meet
The
II-foot,
2-lnch sculpture, subtitled
more often, A~ proposed, the council would •
consist or nine law school deans, three mem. - - - - - - - - - - "Scale s or
hers of the Committee of Bar Examiners,
Justic e,''
and one state bar governor, according to Yu. •
was pur1be nine deans would Include two from pubchased for
lic American Bar Association-approved
the achool
schools, four from private J\BA-approved
with a grant
schools, two from State Bar-accredited
from The
schools, and one from an unaccredited law
Times- Mir•
school.
ror Found• ·
"II Is meant lo orrer a regular communica· t1on . The
tion setup between law schools and the com- ,
ladder, conmlttee," said Yu, a superior court comstructe d of '
missioner In Alameda County.
giant chain
'
Because the program Involves State Bar
lino, Up■ on
funding , the committee must get final approone leg and
val from the bar's Board of Governors be- ,
holds I pre,
fore proceeding further \vlth the plans. John
carlou sly
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _t_· _.
Gorflnkle, the State Bar's consultant on law
·
balance
d can
..
schools, said the proposal has been deferred
with blue
Claes Oldenburg , , . paint
to a later meeting while the bar deals with
8Pllllna
1
' with mockup
~-. out.
the more Immediate funding problems created by the Legislature's failure to pau a
, Oldenburg, an lnOuentlal artist since the
dues bill.
,
'
late 19509 and one of the leaden of the pop
art movement of the '809, la known for his
Yu, who recently ended her one-year term
large-scale Interpretations of common obas committee chairwoman, said she made
Jecta. "Toppling Ladder " was designed tn
better communication with Jaw schools one
partnership with Oldenburg's wife, Coosje
of her priorities when she took office. Her
van Bruggen, and Is currently belnl fa~
plan comes now at a time when many law
rlcated In North Haven, Conn.
school deans have become Increasingly crlt•
Prof. Robert Benson, who heads Loyola's
lea! of the committee for the low numbers of
standing committee on the school's art colstudents passing the state bar exam.
,. lectlon and exhibitions, likened the sculpture
"In the past there has been occasional
to modem legal thought.
communication, Including visits to bar exam
"The Oldenburg sculpture can be seen as
grading sessions ," she said.
an uncannUy accurat e expreasl«m of the
Even those visits stopped after problems
dominant 20th century philosophy called ledeveloped with the visits In 1981, said Yu, but
gal realism, In which Justice Is thought to be
they were revived this year for the grading
as much a matter of mundane facts, Irony,
of both the Februar y and July exams.
and chance as It Is of abstract realism," aald
Under the visitation program, each school
Benson.
may send a representative to one of the two
bar grading sessions per year. Once there,
the school reps see the kind of training the
examination graden receive and how they
LAW SCHOOi, RRIEFS : San Franclaco
determine their scores. Arter each session,
Law School dedicated Its new Marvin E. Lethe law school representative may offer his
wis Student Lounge In honor of the school'•
or her comments and observations on the
1929 graduate and former San Francisco auprocess ,
pervlsor.... Theodore Tannenwald Jr., iie"From my observation, I think It was very
nlor trial Judge of the U.S. Tax Court, wtll be
helpful," Yu said last week. "It helps de• visiting professor at the University of
mystify the process."
D,/Ull,School of Law's graduat e
progra
In another step toward better educating
lnlh11sprtng.
,
.
/
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SD's Stewart staves of
f Patridge ra

By Linda Pentz

955' ·

\

Patridge plays what cou
scribed as precipice tennis ld be deDavid Stewart and Scott
. He slides
·may be the best of friends, Patridge over the edge, hanging on by his
bu
t
on
the
fingernails , and just when
tennis court, it's all business
. he will drop, he finds a it appears
Patridge found himself .
way to pull
Stewart 6-4, 5-1 in the final trailing himself back.
of
Ye ste rd ay , Pa tri dg
Diego All-College tourname the San
e wa
University of San Diego nt at the hampered, by a pulled pectoral mu s
sye
ste
rda
y,
. cle on his racket side, and
but Patridge never consi
spent the
de
red
let
sec
on
d set ser
ting his buddy walk off
with the so, he fought ving at half pace . Even
· match.
back from
down and saved three matwo breaks
Instead, he forced a tiebre
tch point
fore Stewart, seeded fou aker be- in the ninth, 10th and 11th games. Alls
rth
and a came on sudde
freshman at USD, turned
n-death 3-all point
bac
ninth-seeded Patridge;,a US k the played under the no-ad collegia s,
te
more. The.final was 6-4, 7-6 D sopho- system.
.
With Patridge
"I knew Scott wasn't go
ing to held serve to mo leading 6-5, Stewart
quit," said Stewart, who be
ve into the tiebreakfirst freshman to win the came the er, which he won 7-1.
title in the ! Stewart
tournament's eight-year his
had played steady, solid
seen him come back in the tory. "I'd tennis throughout the match, at one
nals from 5-2 and match quarterfi- point winning .seven straight game
against Russell Myers. Hepoint down to reach 4-0 in the second set , a pa s
tjust never .tern similar
folds it up."
to his previous day's
semifinal match against Ch
Patridge was amused at
ris
his own
But as the second set sco Smith.
comeback.
to creep back in Patrid re began
"It was serious out the
re,
bu
t
inStewart became anxious ge's favor,
side we were both laughing
and began
"We knew David should hav," he said. to miss his first serve .
~'When I dropped serve
match 6-1 in the second." e won the
at 5-4 , I
started to get worried," sai
d Stewart.
Special to TIie Un lon
;::2 .

il~

"I started to think about
even though in the back of that game, miss my forehand. That made
me
my mind I mad. There
knew I would win the match
was no excuse for it, as
."
the
re's nothing wrong wi
The problems went away
th my
in
the
gro
un
dst
rokes." ,
tiebreaker.
·
Patridge was redshirted
"My mind sudddenly cleare
las
d,"
sai
d
after breaking an ankle wh t yeati
Stewart, who broke Patrid
ge
thr
ee
ov
er Christmas vacation. ile skiin~J
times to win the tiebreaker.
·
"I wasn't sure if I could
Said Patridge:. "I was ,
ev
er
ge
thi
t
nk
ing
back to the level I was at
about my shoulder and how
be
for
e
tlie
:>
it
wa
s
.injury, but I was certainl
affecting my serve, and I
y going
started to try," h~
said.
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- He's found ba ck bo ar d to be ba ck bo ne of success as se
ni or·

'R ~E
~fcHAPMAN,

a Coronado tennis professional, is an admitted backboard nul
He bas confessed to winning a considerable
amount of games against the unthinking, unflappable
"opponent" over the years. But, if listening to one's own
advice is on trial here, Chapman gets the verdict for
practicing what be preaches.
Chapman, author of "One Hour a Day to Winning Tennis . .. Practicing Alone," bas been a coach, teacher and
motivator of young players for the past 32 years, both in
tennis and basketball.
: Since putting into practice the drills and strategies
· outlined in his book., Chapman bas become one of the top
senior tennis players in the country.
In the last couple of years, Chap ~ bas won 20 sanctiooed tournaments, including the U.S. Professional Ten• Dis Association senior singles and doubles championships
in 1934.
I
He plans to promote his book in conjunction with an
Amtralian firm which plans to market portable backboards.

Chapman likes the backboard approach because, as be
puts it "You can groove your strokes after a lesson. You

~

concentra~ with no distractions. You can practice

_

_- ...:·. ~

-ll'wln ~

Te nn is
whenever you wanl"
"One Hour a Day to Winning Tennis .. . Practicing
Alone" is on sale for $10.95 at Dalton Book Stores. Copies
can be obtained by writing Chapman at Box 1325, Co~
nado, CA. 9211~■

■

■

AFTERMATH OF SENIOR HARDCOURTS - Len
Sapwto showed what 10 years of dedication to an idea can
mean when be won the men's 45s National Senior Hard-

court Championships at La Jolla Beach and Tennis Club
over the weekend.
'·
Once a star at Cal, Saputo had put tennis on the back
burner for 20 years while be established his medical
practice. Halfway into that retirement, however, Saputo,
at age 35, began his preparation for the day when be ·
would be able to compete in the seniors evenl
Although he bad never been a champion in his youth,
Saputo became a big winner in the 35-and~ver category,
. rising to No. 7 in the nation.
"I didn't really learn to hit a tennis ball properly until
about five years ago," Saputo said.
In this, his first year in the 45s, Saputo bas won the
national indoors and now the bardcourts. He did it convincingly over Larey Dodge &-3, &-1.
On the women's side, Barbara Mueller, of Oconomowoc, Wis., was a double winner. In-women's 40s singles, she defeated Jady Loale of Sunnyvale. Then Bueller
teamed with Saella Bowden of La Jolla to defeat favored
Sally Bus of Irvine and Sblclair Wootea of Santa Barbara in the doubles.
T

■

■

■

AN ALL-TORERO FINAL - A couple of Ed Collins'
best - Scott Patridge and David Stewart - fought their
way to the finals in the San Diego All-College Tourna-

ment_a~v er the weekend with Stewart finally
prevailing.
But Patridge did not go down easily, forcing a tiebreaker in the second set before finally bowing 6-4, 7-6.
"It was all serioUS11ess out there," Patridge said, even
though he was laughing on the inside at the way he
managed to come back in the second set. "He should
have won 6-4, &-1."
Oddly enough, Stewart is only a freshman, the first
first-year student ever to win this event Patridge was
forced to play a different kind of game after pulling a
muscle in his chest (on his right side) and yet managed to
fight back from two breaks, saving match points in the
ninth, 10th and lltli g~es.
{Elsotl InriJJ'J Tennis oolUJDD appun
Tuesday ill Tbe TribuJJe.
}
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SD-women's mission:
S
jcoi-. e. wiih: . AzteC
. even
, .. .
t?<.A cs-s;

being kept out of practice this week
pending an examin.Kion today. She's
Five times in the last four years, doubtful for the game. ·
the San Diego State womrn's basket- ·· Still, freshman swingman Jessica
ball team has beaten. USO bf< any- Haynes, forward Shelda Arceneaux,
where from 23 to 40 pomts. lliomor- guard Lisa Stevens and 6-foot-3 cenrow night's 7:30 game at USD, the ter Brooke Meadows are a formida. '
ble nuc;leus for Riggins. .
score should be closer.
seafourth
Marpie's
in
last,
at
But,
Debsenior
"In the past," said USD
bie Theroux, "it's been, 'OK, we're son as head coach, there are real rea1going to play State. Let's see how sons for optimism at Alcala Park.
"The talent we have now is phewell we can play.' Now we know how
well :we can play. This year there's nomenal," said Theroux, who was
no reason why we can't beat them." comparing it- to the talent she
Heady stuff, that, especially COIJl· watched at USD when she was a
,ing from a member,of a team that Helix High senior._"We've worked'sq
lost to State by 40 last year. But that hard for so long. We're very competi·· · ,,
·
·optimism is real this year, and more tive now." ,
top '
some-attract
helped
That's
··
.firmly rooted in reality than ever.
Both teams are on two-game win- local talent, an(?ther ~hange from the · .
·nirig ~tr.ea~; USD ~tands atJ-2, S~te_ g!d d!i)'S~ ., .. :.:... .,~· >'u-'~· ,.,...,.;: 'l~
"When I first came," said Marpie,
at 3-2. Both have rebounding edges
recruit local kids and they'd say,
"I'd
State
although
over their opponents,
likes to run more than the Toreras 'USD? Where's that?' We have a
·Both have key veteran players and much higher profile locally now.''
Cathy O'Brien, ~ two-time All-CIF
important new additions. And each
from San Marcos, went to
player
other's
the
for
respect
has
coach
·· ...
team.
as a freshman. Two
Dame
Notre
Earnest Riggins, the Aztecs coach, years ago she transferred to USD. A
saw USD's win over UC Irvine last
week. "I was impressed," he said. starter for .the first five games, !!he
"They have a lot of kids back. An was replaced last week by Julie
important factor is how well they Eyans, a freshman from Hillt~p
High. Evans was ap All-CI~ player m
· play togetht!r.''
basketball for three years, m softball
,
.
,
.
.
• Said USD s Kathy ~ar~ie, con- , for two and in volleyball for. one. ,
'
cerned even .after wmmng two ,
So the Toreras ~e ge~t~ng _more
straight, "We have to recoup our in-·
tensity. State is still pretty talent- and better talen and its fmally
, • :.
laden even though they've lost some coming together.
1
yoi'i.
time
fir~t
the
probabl
is
"This
·.
:
people."
a team," said
The -Aztecs have lost most Qf the could ,~Y this
ople who ganged up _on the Toreras , O'Brien.. "In the p t ther~ were a lot'
st season; and now the Aztecs may of individuals an personality conwithout their current center. Pat flicts. We'.ve gotte all of that out of.
ce injured a knee in Friday night's the way, and we'r playing much bet~
n against Jackson ' state and is ~er..~~-"

By T.R. Reinman
Tribune Sportswriter
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ALL- ·

men's ·basketball
-wi-1,.,..1--.at~mpt to improve
· 0-5 record.against San Diego
, State tonight at 7:30 at USD's
Sports Center.
.
·,
,-.. ·, ..
.
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7No~~~ 9ounty 'Mushrooms' With AttorneYs, Legal Secretaries
Back in 1fl2- there weren' t a
whole lot of attorneye in North
County. Not many legal eecretariee
either.
But that'e all changed. "lt'e
mushroomed in the last. three to
four years," says Sherri Wood,
preside nt of the Northe rn San

There are 60 active members in . Profe88ional Legal Secret
ary- two ' . three
the 8880Ciation, a far cry from 22
of whom are in Wood'e group and i
• • •
years ago when it etarted. The only
more than 260 etate-,vide.
! ·Noteworthy: Crail McClellan,
other local chapte r ie in San Diego.
For more information about the • a partne r with L~,
Forward,
Ite primar y function ie education
Nortl\,County chapte r call Wood at : Hamilton & . Scripps
, bu been
with courses offered in the fall and
756-3743.
: elected to the Board of Governors of
spring, and periodic semina rs
• • •
the California Trial Lawyers AJJIJOwhen the law changes. Most of the
John Seitma n has been install- , ciation. Reelected to the
board in
ed ae preside nt of the San Diego
uncontested races were Georse
County Bar A880Ciation along with . Andreo11 and David Cuey
Jr.
five new members of the Board of
Lee Shapir o, a former trial atDirectors. The inetalla tion was laet
by Martin Kruming
tomey and judge from Miuou ri,
Friday night at the Bar'e annual
will speak about "Comm itment to
dinner.
· Excellence" tomorrow at the monDiego County Legal· Secretaries secreta ries work
in civil, probate
Seitma n is with Elleworth, Cor- · thly meetin g of the Hotel-M
otel
A880Ciation. Lawyers now numbe r and family law, with
bett, Seitma n & McLeod, and pracsome real
A.88ociation at Vacation Village.
more than 400.
estate and criminal.
ticee commercial litigation.
Retired Coaet Guard Rear Ad·
Unlike downtown and Mission
However, three members are
The five new members are Marc
miral
David Lauth ie the tint
Valley firme, most of those in employed by city
attorne ys in Adelm an, Marily n Huff, Willlam
admini strator for the Law Center
No,....., County are one- to three- Oceanside, Carlsba
McGu igan (South Bay repred and Esconat USD, establiehed four ye6ra ago
~
officee, eays Wood. The dido, and one is involve
sentative), Chrillt ine Pate and
d
with
with the Bar
'ation. Lauth
largest is about eight.
munici palities , including water Tom Warwick. They'll serve for
·
- BA)
Wood wae an insurance company districts.
,
eecretary before switching to law
The association is all female alin 1979. She freelanced as a legal though 110me
merr •re legal secreeecretary for several attorneye, taries. And occasio
nally you'll find'
went throug h the paraleg al pro- a former legal secreia
ry who went
gram at the University of San on to law school and
is now practicDiego and ended upwor kmg for at- ing.
torney Piiilip Burkhardt in RanIf you've been in the busine88 for
cho Santa Fe, who handles civil five years, you're eligible
to take a
litigation, primarily real estate.
two-day exam given twice a year by
There's no mistak ing Wood's the National Associa
tion of Legal
love for her work. "It's a profe88ion Secretaries in such
areas as aclike anythi ng else. It's what I want counting, terminolgy
and ethics.
todo."
Those who paBB attain t,ie status of

ta

Law Brie fs

years.

~!~l:i!~~

---.---A-t-hr•e-e--d-a_y_c_o_n f-erence on

will coordinate projects and
manage funds~ •/J_n ; /

children, divorce and society gets
under way tomorrow at Vacation
~ 7'J
Village. There will be a preLarry Malone of the San Diego · conference workshop for judges toHistorical Society and Marie
_day.
Guadalupe Figueroa of the San
Several local judges, attorneys
Diego Youth Involvement Project
and counselors will b~ parhave been honored by the San
ticipating.
Diego County Juvenile Delinquen• • •
cy Prevention Commission.
Malone received the Howard
Bechefsky Award for bis work San Diego County
with Villa Montezuma, the socieBar Anociation
ty's historic house museum located
Meetings Dec. 12-18
in a neighborhood with high gang
activity. The museum sponsors a
free weekly program for elemenThursday, Dec. 12
tary school children as an alterBusineBS Law Section
noon,
native to gang membership.
Varsity Room, University Club,
The Napoleon Jones m MeSpeaker: Stephen M. Novak, Submorial Award went to Figueroa,
ject: "Behind Closed Doors - Repwho has served on the Youth Adviresenting the Professi_onal Athlete
sory Board and completed the
and Entertainer."
UCSD School of Medicine's SumThe Eatate Planning, Trust & mer Minority Students Research
Probate Section - 5-7 p.m., VarApprenticeship Program.
sity Room, University_Club.
Both awards were made at the
Tuesday,Dec.17
commission's conference last FriThe Legal Ethics & Unlawful
day.
Practice Committee - noon,
• •
Conference Room, Bar Association.
Television Watch: Dean
Wednesday,Dec.18
Hadley Batchelder of Western
The Real Property Law Section
State University College of Law
- noon, Varsity Room, University
will discuss arbitration and curClub, Speaker: Gerald Kibby, Kibrent trends in legal education this
Sunday at 4 p.m. on Channel 5l's
by & Associates M.A.I. Appraiser,
: "At the Bar" program.
Subject: "Valuation of Damages in
Real Property Litigation-"
• • •
/ ' /-

•

oreras face
:a big nell)esis
The rivalry betA A~e San Diego
State and University of San Diego
women's basketball teams hasn't
been exactly a match of equals.
~D ~aga inst SDSU, including
a 97-57 loss last season.
Still, Coach Kathy Marpe believes
she has reason for optimism when
her Toreras play the Aztecs (2-2) tonight at 7:30 in the USD Sports Center.
For one thing, 10 players from last
season's 21-9 SDSU team are gone for
various reasons: For another, USO is
off to a 4-2 start.
"If we get into a running ganie ...
we could get beat by 50 again,"
Marpe said. "But if we get them to
play our tempo, we have a chance." .
.
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:· Hay~es impre~sive as Aztecs women defe·at USD ·
By_T.R. ~einma~

~

... -.

off ·a Haynes; the Parade All-American again, with a ·46-29 rebound. advanly and watched the Azt~
of from Omaha, Neb., who was the tage, the Aztecs could afford to shoot
lead
biggest
their
for
spurt
12-2
:p-1bune Spo{tswriter
worse than the
· It was Monday; and USO women's the night, 17· points. And in one final MVP of the Dial Classic last week at · 40 percent, a fraction State made .
win.
still
and
Toreras,
SDSU.
·
selecshot
poor
basketball coach 1tathy-Marpie minute of the game,
only five more shots from the field,
tion by the Toreras turned State's.
wasn't just a-whistlin' Dixie.
anything different- but took 23 more than USO.
doing
not
"I'm
· "We're not a slow-down. team by .1• four-point lead into an Aztecs parade ly," .said Haynes, who played for the
iny means," she said two.days before · to the foul line and lights out.
Four Aztecs, led by Shelda ArNorth team in this year's National
her team played San Diego State, ·· "We just spazzed out," is how Mar- Sports Festival. "I'm playing just ceneaux and her 17 points, scored 13
"but we' have to work real hard on , pie explain~ her team's snuffing· of ' like I've always played. But I'm get- or more. Debbie Theroux, who led
~efense and be patient on offense. its ,own rally. "And of course, we ting used to everything."
USD's second-half comeback, scored
When we've played our game, we've - don't have a Jessica Haynes to match
At 6-for-21 from the field, she ·12 of her 16 points after the intermis1
won.. When we've played the . other · theirs."
·wasn't too used to USD's rims. Then sion.
Haynes, the brilliant Aztecs freshteam's _game, we've lost."
t Last night,,after USO lost 67-54 at inan State coach Earnest Riggins
"Mm ~Intensity," had 15 re- f..1-a'------'- ......:-- - -- -- home to State, ~ e'• Was singing
13 points,· three, steals and :
bounds,
•
•
,
.
:
•
•
••
the blues. '. :, ,. •· ·.-; :!< ' : •
"We · played 35' minutes of good · two blocked shots. .· , ·
"She's im~roving•-by leaps and·
basketball;" -she said after her team
sai~ ,Riggins:, !'That's what
bounds,"
won
Aztecs
3-2
the
and
4-3
dropped to
we're going to need down the stretch.
·
µteir third straight.
, The five bad min~tes came at two We didn't ftgµre she'd come this far
_
points.-· 1n. the last 4:24 of the first this fast." '
Jlalf, USO didn't play well defensive- · It's apparently no surprise to
(..
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ty CenterAt USD
Forms Set For Universicre
te form s for the $9 mil lion

con
Tre pte Con stru ctio n Co. is sett ing
ctio n at the tll!! vers ity o! San
stru
con
er
und
ter
Uni ver sity Cen
ic
faci lity will be the non -aca dem
Die go. The 74~ qua re- foo t
ing
din
ent
stud
a
l will fea ture
cen ler ..lor stud ent s. The mai n leve ern men t and stud ent affa irs
gov
ent
stud
m,
roo
hall , facu lty din ing
a lou nge and a mul ti-p urp ose pro
offi ces, 'a deli , a sun drie s stor e,
ent
stud
will hou se a cen ter for
gra m roo m. The low er leve l
is
Mo she r/D rew /Wa tson /Fe rgu son
s.
tion
Ot'l aniz atio m and pub lica
~
_
nex t fall .
the arch itec t. Com plet ion is set for

.T~rfJr.rps
· Set ¥or
·Aztecs
By T.R. Reinman -

,DID

Tribune Spo!Uwriter

somebody say this was ·a
ri~ah'y? Th~ Lanc!asters and
. Yorks, now thete was a
rivalry. That one was good for a ·
Hundred Years War across a country.
Nowadays, life-and-tleath rivalries
are more often crosstown in scale,

Aztecs Jose again,

PageE-8
There is· USC and UCLA in football,
Boston College and Boston University in hockey, Villanova and St. Joseph's In basketball. ..But .USO and .
· San Diego State? A basietbali rival- ·
ry?
.
, .
"It's nice to talk about it being a
rivalry/' said USO coach llank Egar11
"but if people ,ln town don't feel it ls,
it's not going to · be one~ l haven't
been around long enough to krlow alt
about it, but I just kflow that lhe
rivalry that should exist doesn't.
Rivalries are when the band's playing and everyone's there.eating.''
And when one teatrl beats the
other once in awhile.
"That wouldn't hurt," said Egan,
now. in his second year at USD. State
is 15-5 against USD, which has won
twice in the past 17 years, the last in
1976.

.

· Tomorrow night (7:30, KS00-1130)
at the Sports Arena, things could be
different.
Only one freshman has played
more than three minutes for the 4-3
Toreros this season. The 0-5 Aztecs,
meanwhile, have been force-feeding
four rookies, two of whom start.
"It's probably a game we should
win," said Egan. ·
·•
•
Please see TOREROS,.~

·/

·-

,-

l

1'.

E-e

•Toreros
~-~J

petition. Tbla Is goln& to be a war.•
ready ror'il•
. It's not exactly yorb VL Laocuten, or n11 'Non
· At last, a apart.
have lo
"We're both struggling a lltUe now,'' said Egan. "We've Sl Joe's. BIii It's tbe only game In town. IJ wlll
, '
I
'I
;.
botb beeD plaYlnc on the road against some better com- do.

1.2.a.o .

.

r.-

• "I eu't·w I'm Joot1a1 fonranllo lbe pme u I have,
ID 1be put" Aid Azteca coach Smote7 GalDes. "It abould
.
bea&oodpme,l)rOYidedwecnllanlla."
'11111 1ut line Ia tbe tuae tbe Tor::t; been bumfrom a bid
mm& late!:,. niree years a,o. Stat,
call ID ~ llnal NCGDdl - ID offellllve foal GD USD
47-45 win.
a
me
to
State
on
foal
imtead or a blocklnc
And that call, by a WAC official, dme rl&bt ID front ol
Ille USO bmcb. Fuel for lbe fire? '
"Yeu, I pm I beard aboati..~t 'lfllt," Aid Scott
7.foot!'!!-~
~ n o i e , I J. ~ ·
ter, lbe carreat team )elder ,ylo iJTlftd I ,-r after
•• .
lllat debacle;
Two year, ago, when USI) en,atully wet to tbe
NCAA toanwnent, 101De pJ,yen talked tuacb aboat Ille
AJiecs, tben lbot 29 ~ ! for tbe 111111 ud &at blon

t,i..

<.

Oil . ' T l ( - forget that pme," aid USD'a Mart IIGatle;
a ~ traaafer at tbe time. "Smauy- dalJII all tbat

talklDc 011 tbe television before that game.• 'lben'I 11111
IIDOte. Ia tbere fire? "But lbelr players are aln,a talk·
1
at m,• added Boatlc.
Lut ,ear, wbea botb IMml weal IDto llie early.-.cl!I
pme andefelled, USOJ ed at tbe llalf bat mlaed ·foar
oae-and-oae cbances down tbe atretda . . lalt by ,_
•
• '
points. .
'nlls :,ear, with ao may - _playen on eadl team,
there's UtUe' rivalry talt at USD. 1
"I don't talk aboot It mid," Aid F.pn, "bat I don\
talt about nat p-. I'm one of tbme very d1lll 'Sotta
do It la nery practkie ud nery pme' klDd of p,a.•
. 'I\ls la I road pm1 for U8D, II It la fftrJ Jar.
Ill tbl l,te 'IOI tbe Nriel WU played lMIDt ud bome

me

allerutlll&Jeln. lllltak USb'i wfll."11,lltalif

Ille A1tets
Tim VIiie dropped Ille 1 - •
for two ,_.: lJsD •i- ~ back Ill liDce tbe 1
11111011 . _ G-. F.?ftd 111d BIiie pat GD a
•
pabllc Nlatic.,.. ~ Ille COllllllalty. .

ButtMN -• ~ ud

tbat-muta c

It

.
AitecsllOlaepme.
,-t, for the !Int ID at leut Ille lut two,
llalf-llrice
n.lr
ltadlBtl.
USD
for
ap
.
price . .
been eliminated. It will CIIII lbeln " lor •
COIIII
at the Sportl Areal, I Jadllty withlD lipt of their

campu.

.

"I tblnlt 11'1 a rm1ry becat11e 111eJ aln,a pt to
at lbe Sports Arena,• 111d Bollie. "Tlllf don't waot
come ~ (to USD'a Z.--t llpartl Caler) to play."
Besidel lair tlektt ptlcll, aDOlber WIii that
lielpa baddla& ~~tStat und USDha
fw
l'flloallle
or . . . ~

~coacbr~~r.
·••dlr

1Wbomo&,-.to

, SCOTI' TBOMPSON -IN THE MIDDLE FOR USD
I

.JI

-

•

!

.-1

But Ille .,.;._ at band la tomarrow'a game. "We
rully UMl't pat It all toeetber yet,• said F.gan. "Tbe
oaly way to get over the lncomlstency Is to play aod play

llanl."

•

Aa a team, USD Is sboot1J1150.7 percent from the field.
Ila recuiar atarten are •venclllc II percent That like playing bard.
"Yeah,• said F.pn, "well, we throw It In to Scott, ud
be tbrowa It ID the bastel"
1\om)llOll'I 8Z percent sbootillg ud 14-polnt ICOring
•nnae belp, but lle'a tbe fin! to aay Ifs all pert of lbe
pme.
"Everyone's more comfortable with their rolel now,"
be said, ofrerlnc lbe USO party line.
Boetlc, for one, lm't comfortable with Illa role u •
pereanlaJ loeer to State. After that '12 lou be'U aever
.
forget, be aat out lut year wltb ao lDJury.
Tbls la bl., last allot.at Illa A&tecl, alllloqll .... bad bla
dlaDces w,th State'• ,AntllaDy WallQll.over :lla-Jalt.two
-.me11, WNI dieJ;-,la"4-qalnll._.otberlD1111111botb
1111r leapi Iii AG11 4HNli', _llk:k. llalllc) team

u-. In tM llamlbll'. Bid: llame.
~ fl my 1aat cun6e at .tbaN m" be aaJ1.

rm

. ...

~

1

•
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·

-

-•--.&~Azie cs-:hope.,tofr:ebo d~d'agf;liii1,_t ci:.W.town riVai

~

Bf Bob Sloe~.

'
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Five!games, Smokey. · : ~ i ' .
. :,
•
(!erald M_ur: .:i.. ~o~ important is this game to the Aztecs?
:
"Yeah, well, five," be said. "Actually it's only 41n bey (both out wfth mJurl•)'~~
the USO g~
Its very tmportant, but only because we need a win :
clen EaIL~ re1 \t:~
" '= t cause we won· the first half agaiicit Ariiona (Thursday · ·iust that - lblotb'er tame. ii.:, ••
.41:.
·
_
~
..
ery
badly," Gaines said. "One win would do a lot for our ·
t
•
n
e\.'1night). Hey, thingi}:'olild ~ $ otJ«' ~ides;°"'ve playe(!
~e most :Smoi: ~ reidy tf) ~~ ·,tvaJU:_y~ .:. j!Onfideace, maybe ,et us turned around. But we have·
001
11
•
n.:
~
~Galhes:
,
well
in
our
losses.
We've
played
hard
and
as
well'
as
we
It's
Just
another
game,
anotiier'W"or
aliollfer
L,
he
w
cE
.:.oar, bands full. USO is a good team, Hank Egan is a good
11
ducted a closed Winnebago meeti~g last night withe~~ . •<:an with the people we ba~e1_give~ oar injuries. But it's
t becomes a ri~alry when 12,000 emotional fans come ~acb, and we're playing hurt."
·
._
Sa~ Diego State players.
. •
• •
; ~e a baseball--pla~r w~ s m-a slump.•Tbe.barder be
.to watch. Well probably get 5,000 for this one.
,The major problem this season for the Aztecs, who last
. I,,tol~ 'em_ let's not go crawl Jo a bole and die about tries to snap out of it · · · ,. .
.
"Bragging rights? Maybe: But most genuine rivalries ~r .reached the NCAA tourna~nt, has been rebound- .
thJS, said Games, whose Aztecs meet crosstown foe USD
Gaines conducted his ball-hour fu:e and brimstone
made when tJte pla_yei\ involved are competing Ing. They've been outrebounded m every game so far and
tonight in ~ 7:30 gam~ at the Sports Arena. ' ' T h e ~ team meeting in his CO'l'J campus RV office, ~d it came
ainst each other all year long. They are playing each · State's ~e:iding ~d man - John Martens - carries a
~own. I tried to remmd them to keep things in perspec- on the eve of the 20th duel between the Aztecs and the 4-3 other during SIUIIIIler leagues, too. That's not the case compantlvely dainty average of seven a game. ''That .
live. I mean, it is only a game, isn't ii? A plane crash kills Toreros. The Aztecs bave won 14 of the 19 matchups and lfre. Sure, our players and the USD players might run (reboun~g) and our free throw shooting have killed WI," ·
,50 people a.~d te're banging our beads fod losing a bave~'t lost to USO SUICt; ~7~.
·
Into each other during the summer. But it's probablyat said Games, the third w~ninr.pt basketball coac in
· g,mrn lw•
I
~thootkey rebomden (0., th, b<,cl, oo • boogie boa,d."
" ·
""."' - . , , . , ,,_JJ
.
•• ·•
:
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•' chute. "That
't .bother-~ ' Q _
long as the guf, keep playing hard,"
Aztecs history.
,;,(,YII?-'
"I have no explanation for our bad · said Smokey, who led the Aztecs last
free throw shooting (the Aztecs are season to their best-ever Division I
hitting about 56 percent from the line record. "I'm not particularly · frusand made only 55 percent Thursday trated. But the Important thing is
night In a sir-point loss to Arizona). that the players don't get that way."
Perhaps Gaines, a former standout
Our rebounding problem has been
the direct result of oar injuries. With player, can put blmsell in the shoes
Murray and Johnson in the lineup, I of the Aztecs and relate to having
honestly believe we'd probably be 4-1 lost five In a row. What does that do
right now, and certainly no worse to your confidence, Smokey? How did .
you handle it?
than 3-2."
"Man, I honestly don't know," he
As It is, the Aztecs are within a
loss o{ matching the 0-:6 'start of the said. "I was lF y to pJay oli all win1923-14 team, which ranks as the . ning teams. I ver played on a team
· ·
rockiest-ever Aztecs effort out of the that lost five aight-1'
Cbntinued From 8-1 · •. :.,,. _L
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.J18n~ Egan'a'rorero, l4e3) look for their first win over the
Aztecs. The laat time US0-6eaf SOSU was in 1976- 77.

alnes' Aztecs (0-5) ho·pe to turn their season
t add insult to Injuries with a loss to Toreros.
.

.

R ·valry

~, .,~,, ·>

Don't Expect Fireworks: SDSU vs. U D Game's.Safe and Sane:
••

I

. By TO?wi°F~END, Time, Std.ff ~rlter
SAN DIEGO-This intra•city rivalry
seems almost intramural now.
· ,
, ., , · ,On one. edie of town, 1Jni~rsiw of San
1
;t;>iego men's basketball Coac Bank
Egan-waiting, wiilUng, waiting for publicity-said:."! don't feel the buzz. Maybe
I'm not getting the message."
And on another edge, San biego State

-

· Coacb Smokey·Gaines-waiting,
· waiting for a victory-saids "The
bragging rights (in San Diego)."
. So it is just a game, perhaps just
it should be. In another place
town,
· this kind of hoops would bring hoopla.
. Kentucky vs. Louisville? George wn vs.
Maryland? Memphis State vs. Te essee?
North Carolina vs. Duke?
And then there's San Diego

University of San Diego at 7:30 tonight at
the Sports Arena.
,
'' It's really quite sane.
Usually these neighborhood games
ll!en't, That's because players tend to
bump into each other on the local playgrounds, and then it is important for them
to be able.to say, '{We got you this yef,, so
shut your face."
'·
·
· .
Please see R~VALBY, Pa e 16
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season criticism. "Wh en you're in
The re is one contl'.Oversy to be
the public sector, it's always like
found here, however. -USD is al-,'
that. You'll always be in the microways the road team in this seri es;·
scope. ·Tha t's the . thril l of victory
and Ega n doesn't know why. He
, and the agony of defeat, ·1 guess.
· also isn't too pleased that his squad
; You just do the best you can do."
will only get one wor kou t' in · the
,
,
Egan is trying his best with a
Spo
rts Arena,, a .morning shoot- ,
. . very: inexperienced backcourt. Pete
. • around today., .• ,
· 1 • ,. ·
i
Murphy, ~n off-guard who ~ver"I'm up for
game thou gh,;
aged 18 mmutes. last season, 1s
Egan said.
' only one retu mm g. Thus, the the
.
·'
.
'.
of. ; • .. ..
fense hasn 't been smooth.
Is any one else?
"
1

'W e'r e really
C>"and4½. We
· wo n the first

:· :B(it Egan said his players
't
;b9ml> into San Diego Stat e playdon
ers,
~ t this one nigh t a year. Egan
half(fhursday) .
'Aid he and Gaines don't bump into
·~ • othe r whe n they recruit,
against Ar izo na
~th er
-:. "''Well, that 's tiecause the aca... bu tU SD 's
~m ics are different," he said, al,tea m is bet ter
to USD's high er entr ance
~m en ts.
·
tha n ours.
·:~ii nes agre
,!'•11 we recred.
uited the same kids,
They've got
they 'd go to USD because it's said
<bat:s a bett er academic
mo re seniors
ol,".
Gaines said. "And it's a scho
smaller
an d have a
~oo l; and they thin k they can get
QIOl"e individual teaching. And it's a
bigger team.
i>9vate achool. But I say a kid can
~ . bis degr ee from Oshkosh or
We've ha d
w~ ver . It's if he wants to do
· pro ble ms wi th
:.omething y.ith it ... that 's wha t
~-"
.
big lineups
·• So, in essence, neit her team has
ntuch to gain, othe r than a victory.
this year.'
US1>1 (4-3) might norm~lly hav e
-Sm oke y Gaines
n)pr e. incentive because it has
not
' djfeated the Azt ecs sinc e the
19'16-'77 season. The fact that San
Q(e,o Stat e is 0-5 tends to even
the game than we play." ·
Aungsout.
·
Still, if ther e can -be a pressure
·. !'W e're really O and 4½, " said
game this earl y in a season, San ·
Gaines, whose team has yet to play
Diego Stat e has one tonight. A loss
a home game. "We won the first toUSD would add insult to thei r
Jijlf 1Thursday night) against Ariinju
and 6-9 cent er Gerald
r.ona . .. but USD's team is bett er Murries,
ray and 6-8 Steffond Johnson
~ · ours. The y've got more senstill out with injuries.
Un and have a bigger team. We' ve are"Wh
en you live in .a fish bowl,
hfd.problems with big lineups
this
ever
yon
e can take shots at you,"
)'.JU' The y usually play hard er in
said Gaines, responding to earl y
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Alzheimer's studies
')_q c; <;'

-

.

•

;

j

VolCmteers ·-are needed to par- member must have been medical.
ticipate fn a federally-funded ly diagnosed as probable
pilot program designed to help Alzheimer's; memory and
caregivers-cope with memory and problem-solving difficulties must
problem-solving deficits in be noticeable .in a fam,ily.
member, but not severe; both the
Alzheimer's patients.
Volunteers will learn strategies •afflicted and the caregiver must
and techniques for stimulating agree to take part in the study.
For information call Dr. Mary
memory and problem-solving
skills. They will receive compen- Quayhagen at the USD School of
sation for their time.
Nursing: 260-4S78.
/
To be eligible: a family

·oreros·
trounce ·
Aztecs .~-;
~55"_ .,

,,

f1o

.• , .

'

•

•
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, ~ a l s SDSU .- ,
sixth straight loss' - j

:Staff
By Michael
Bass
Writer
,

I

I

'lbings were.going.so badly for the

, San Diego State butetball team last
night that at one point In the second
half Coach Smokey Gaines was playIng four freshmen ·and ai,uphornore,
two -of. whom bad nevF played college basketball
•
.
. TIµngs were going sq ,well for ·the
University of San Dlegotbat at balltime the Torenll were shooting 61
percent from the floor and leading
the Aztecs by 18 points.
·
Things stayed bad for the Aztecs
and good for the Toreros. Final
. score: USO 81, SDSU 64, In front of
2,91' at the Sporta Arena.
· Senior guard Pete Murphy, who
shot kf-Urom ti¥! floor and 10-of-13
from the free-tbrow.J ID!!,- led USO
with 22 points and 12 rebounds.
The victory was the first for the
Toreros (f>-3) ov~ the Aztecs since
1976, when they won, 67-63; and their
first since they moved into Division I
In 1979. SDSU bad won the last six In
a row.
.
The 17-polnt margin also was ·the
Toreros' largest in the series, which
the Aztecs lead, lf>-6. Previously, the
worst beating USO bad banded SOW

I
.
1

I·

!~!!..!!'!t. ,.,,..,._...... ,:.·.. - -

"It's been a long time," aid USD's
7-foot center, Scott Tbompaon, who
scored 12 points. "We were bound to . I
win one, and we deserved it."
'
The Aztecs also felt they deserved
to win last night, since they ~dn'.t · .
been able to do .so this season. Tbe
loss dropped them to 0-6, equaling
tbe worst start in their history, in
1923-24.
I
That season, SDSU ended the los- ,
Ing streak at six with a-~ ~
over Citrus Junior Colle~
-_J....,
son-;lhe n ei t teairi upls Nevaaa-LU -1
Vegas, which is ranked•l3th. ., •1:1,
· l
"I thought we probably played bur · 1
worst game (of the season) tonight," i •
said Gaines, who bas praised bis l
~~ tbrou~ tbeir-fi~ _
.l

I
I

'I'

,?

See TOREROS

_on Pie B◄,'
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Tor ros:

Trounc~

Aztecs~ ,
Cu:itln!!Cd from 8-1
vious losses, but this time couldn't
stomach 30 percent sllooting from
the floor.
USO coach Hank Egan concurred
that the collection of playen in Red
and Black last night was not the true
Aztecs.
"They've played better than that,"
he said. "You know, they're roadweary.•
Egan was referring ta-SDSU's first
live games, all played oo the road.
Last night was supposed to be a
homecoming, though actually IO of
the l4 Aztecs who dressed last night
bad never practiced or played on the
Sports Arena floor before yesterday. ·
The Toreros, who hadn't bounced a
ball .on the arena hardwood before
yesterday either, came out as if they _
knew the place.
USO controlled the opening tip 'and
almost every other moment of the
first hall, hitting l9 of 31 shots and
two of three from the line on Its way
to a 40-22 lead. During the first 20
minutes, the Aztecs shot rT percent
from the field (9-of-34). From the
line, they were only 4-of-12.
The Toreros ran up a 11-0 lead as
the Aztecs went the first 2:33 without
scoring.

SDSU's Anthony Watson finally
knocked one through, bitting a abort
baseline jumper at the 17:27 mart,
but the Toreros stayed bot and had
pushed the lead to 12-4 by the time
Gaines decided he'd seen enough and
called a timeout at 15:12.
Whatever he said in the sideline
huddle was not enough.
USO outscored SDSU, 14-3, over
the next 61'& minutes, with Mark·
Manor and Murphy hitlillg long
jumpers and the rest of the Toreros
having their way with the Aztecs Inside.
The 17-point deficit, at 25-9, was
the largest for the Aztecs this season.
~uring their loss at Oral Roberts II

The Su Diqo Uoloa/SCOU Llaaett

ochers are caught between Pete Murphy (left) and Scott Thompson.
da ago, they bad trailed by as the gap after Watson (team-high 13·
many as 16 in the second half.
points) went out for good with a
17 did not bold up as their sprained right ankle with 17:23 left
se
worst for long.
With freshman Johnny Scruggs,
tson brought the A-ztecs back who bad a season-high 12 points, hit·
br y, bitting three straight baskets ting from outside, the Aztecs did
an4 • free throw to cut the lead to 12. manage to move within 12, 62-50,
But then USO was oil and running W\th 6:08 left.
'
aplb. outscoring SDSU, 12-3, to gain
But USO, which was in the bonus
lts'lliuest lead of the half at 40-19. situation with 14:41 left, hit 13 of its
Fotnrd James Knight scored six or last 19 free throws - the Toreros
the points, including two tip-In bas- were 25-of-37 In the game (68 perkeli
·
•
cent) - and coasted to the final marthe second half, the Aztecs gin.
-;
never bad much of a chance to close
With 11:30 left, Gaines, willing to

E

try anything, had a lineup of freshman ScruW, freshman Tracy Dildy,
freshman Kevin Brown, freshman
Rob Hawkins and sophomore Dave
DesRochers. Neither Hawkins nor
DesRochers, both fresh off the Aztecs
ftlotball team, bad ever played in a
oJliegiale basketball game.
' As a reward !or the victory, Egan
n.-celved the Mayor's Trophy after
Lte game, the first Ume the Toreros
lu1ve won it since Pete Wilson started the tradition In 1979. But the
cc.;ich said afterward that this series
1w sUll not become a true rivalry:

"The coaches would like it to be,"
be said, "but it's not•
That does not, however, mean the
game was not important to USO.
"We felt we had to win this one.
because we hadn't done it belore,"
said Egan.
"Hank's got a good ballclub," said
Gaines. '"!'hey came out and they hit )
their shots and they got confidence.•
And as for his players, who were

. . . . . . _..,..j

press after the game?
"This is a devastating blow to
them," Gaines said.

St ew ar t resigns,a s Sa in ts coach ,

sf.if:r.i!~b~a!be~:U?..~.8!11! !:t~:~?' ~~!:!~!.1~~~xat~~.'

Rick Stewart has resigned after four varsity.
seasons to resume college work on a
masters degree.
Stewart, who had a 2-8 record this
SUNDEVIL TOURNEY - The Mt.
season and is 13-26-1 for his four Carmel girls basketball
years as the Saints coach, will con- gets under way tomorrowtournament
tinue to teach biology at the North City Conference schools, with four
Park school. In his previous Saints La Jolla, Madison and Uni.Mira Mesa,
versity, enseasons, he had 6-4, 1-9 and 4-5-1 tered in the eight-team affair.
records.
In tomorrow's opening games,
Stewart's resignation ~is ..the_thir<L . ~a Mesa play San
Marcos at 3·
among City Conference schools since
·~ ·r ·
the close of the 1985 season. Previ/j
ously, Willie Matson had stepped
{'
down at Mission Bay after two years,
and Nate Wright resigned at Clairemont after only·one season.
Bud
St. Augustine is accepting applicaMalo ney
tions and will do so until Jan. 10
when it will select its new coach.

•••

•••

KEARNY COACH - John Gunth-

and Madison vs. Mira Mesa at 8:15.

•••

FAST START- Serra High's basketball team went all the way to the
finals of the Bakersfield tournament
before losing in the championship
game to powerful Fresno Edison 6037.
'
Serra won its first five games of
the season before losing to the Central Section team, going 3-0 in the
Mt. Helix tournament, and then beating Bakersfield and San Francisco
Washington in the Bakersfield meet. .
Coach Tom Williams' first team of
Steve Smith, Deven Moran, Anthony
Moore, Matt Van Scyoc and Michael
Karp has done virtually all of Serra's
scoring, but both Smith and Van
Scyoc were. nursing injured ankles
going into this afternoon's game
against Kearny.
·

er, assistant baseball coach at USD p.m., La
■ ■ ■
to John Cunningham for the past Madiso Jolla es on Vista at 4:45,
n go against Hilltop at 6:30,
TITANS TRIUMPH - Poway
seven years, is the new baseball
coach at Kearny High, succeeding and University elays Mt. Carmel at High's perennially strong wrestling
8:15.
team won the
Steve Soldi.
Cola-Marauder
Madison, San Marcos and the host tournament lastCoca
Saturday, scoring
Gunther, 39, who teaches at Mont- Sunde
vils would appear to be the 216 points to outdistance Escon
gomery Junior High in Linda Vista,
dido's
has previously had most of this strongest teams. The semifinals will - 141. St. Augustine took third with 110
be p~ayed Thur~ay and ~he champi- and was followed
year's Kearny baseball prospects in onsh1p
by Vista with 97, I
game Friday evening.
Mira Mesa 93, Army-Navy 89, Hoo- ,
his Montgomery classes.
■ ■ ■
ver 86, Patrick Henry 76, Clairemont
. A San Diegan for the past 13 years,
75
and El Cajon 74.
Gunther was an interim head coach
WARHA WK TOURNEY - Four of
A total of 20 schools participated.
at the University of the Pacific dur- the teams in the Mt. Carme
ing the 1972 season and served on the . Madison, Mira ' Mesa, La l tourney, The championshio matches:
Jolla and
98 - Medina (Mira M'esa) dee. Pbal (El Capitan),
UOP staff for two years.
~3; 105 - Pacheco (St. Augustine) dee. Story
Mt. Carmel, will also
te in the (Poway),
4-3; 112 - Sailors (El Cajon) dee. Legaspi
He was on coach Jim Dietz's staff Warhawk-Coca Colacompe
tournament (Poway), 3-2 in overtime
; 119 - Cromley (Hoover!
at San Diego State in 1973-74, moved scheduled to start at Madiso
dee. Rozsa (Clalremoot), 21-5; 126 - Watt, (Poway
n
High
dee.
Dulay (Henry). 13-f; 132 - O'Brian (Powa7J
to Mesa College under Bill Sandback the day after Christmas.
dee. Murguia (SL Augustine), 8-&, 138 in 1975 and stayed through 1979. He
Semifinals in the Warhawk are set (San Diego) dee. Andenoo (Poway), M; Cepeda
145 (Poway) dee. Morishige (University), 7-0; 154
then joined Cunningham at USD. ·
for Friday, Dec. 27, and the champi- Eagle
- Martinez (E.,condido) dee. Aguilar (SL AugusMike Fazekas, a Patrick Henry onship game will be Saturd
tine), 10-2; 165 - Cronk (Henry) won by disqualifiay eve- cation
over Sbrim (El Cajon); 175 - Damirjlan
product who played for Gunther at ning, Dec. 28. .
(Clairemont) pinned Medrano (SL Augustine), :43;
USD, will be the Kearny pitching
191
Wilmont (Vista) won by disqualification over
First round pairings have Mt. CarMolaison (SL Augustine~ Heavyweight - Patltone
coach, and Troy McLaughlin will mel vs. Serra at 3, Lincol
n vs. San- (Escondido) pinned McCaule
y (Army-Navy), 3:51.

Ideas
·TheVfOffi
ce Rom anc e- It Can Titillate, Top ple a Fir
,
'7
.
,

By MIKE GRANBERRY ,
Time, Staff Writer

SAN DIEGO-Philli p Hunsaker
ts an expert In organizational psy , chology, but he had never seen a
' case like this. F'or lack of a more
' lurid label, call it office romance.
Called In to restructure a com pa ny, Hunsaker soon found almos lmullnr>Us employees casting asper sions on management. The presi1 dent of an Orange
County insurance firm
, and a new departme~t
he~d were engaging m COUNTY
office romance.
I One or those most upset was anothl er department head-the president's formeT mistress.
, "I couldn't figure out why everyI one was so unhappy,'' said Hunsakl er, who teaches business at the
Diego in between
1 University .~
, writinr,%oks on organizational
behavior . . "And then II was all
1 crysuil clear."
Hunsaker deemed this episode In
1
otrice romanc.e-whi ch he calls a
' br · -., tng problem In American
·ss-a prime source of plumn. ,g morale. He found productivity dropping sharply, while a
growing preoccupation with the
boss' love life took its place. Worst
of all , many employees felt sabo taged by the rise or an ex-steward ess who in their eyes held an
unfair, unethical advantage. ,

~~io

~

VINCECONPAONONE I LooAn..lNTlmot

"In the old days, ifa woman was involved with
the boss and something went wrong, she
was fired. How hard was it to.fire a secretary?
Nowadays, a woman is more likely
a vice 'president or department head.
And it's never easy to get rid of the problem."

They Were All M1rrled
Adding to the sense of outrage.
he said, was the fact that the
president and his current mlstres$,
88 well as his former lover, were all
married. Many employees felt a
sense or shame. he said, that the
head or the company (In Freudian
terms. a kind of father figure )
would so cavalierly flaunt an ex tramarital affair. The shame was Problem ."
Hunsa ker and Andrrson say It's
made worse, he said, by many who
fell exposed for having revealed worsr than they feared.
" You could ·~ee it was having a
their own values.
In short, a loathsome situation tremendous Impact on the compawas worsened. he said, by the ny,'' Hun~ak er said. " Five years
paranoia and powerlessness fell by ago no one would have addreMed
thrse problems. In the old da ys, if a
employees.
Intrigued by the whole affair woman was involved with the boss
(pun unintended), Hunsaker con - and something went wrong. she
ducted a study with lhen - USD was fired . How hard was it to fire a
graduate stiident Carol yn Andrr - ,,.cretary7 Nowaday~..... won,an Is
son. Their survey culminated In a morr li k<'ly a vice president or
magazine piece. cogently lili ed, department head. And it's never
''Why There's Romancing at the easy to get rid of the problem."
Omce and Why It's Everybody 's
In "the old days," say, 5 to 10

years ago, a masters class in busiviewed, since Hunsaker and Anness administration would net one
derson were sure that they would
or two women, Hunsaker said. Now
never get honest answers from
MBA classes are filled with equa l
prlnclpnls, particularly those In
numbers of men and women.
ex;tramarital affairs.
The Hunsaker -Anderson ques Much or what they found was
tionnaire focused on the role that . fascinating, even startling. The
proximity plays In an office where
most unusual finding was that the
men and women Interact constantreality of an office roma nce didn 't
ly, Their third -party sampling
matter-It was the lllullon that one
polled 175 white -collar employees
was happening that lit up a compaIn a fleet of companies In Southern
ny like a small-town awltchbOard.
Cal ifornia. F',ach was as ked to elab Appr a rances were e ven more
orate on the office romance he or
threatening, especially with a boss
she had most closely observed.
Involved.
Only "observers" were Inter In an article published in the

magazine oJ the American Man,
agemenl Aasn., the authon con •
eluded that organlzatlona are natu
nl breeding ground■ for romanll~
lnvolvemenll. Structured aettlnp
put people In "close proximity a~
create the lnteractloh neceaary]
establishing tnllmate relation
1hlps," they wrote. _
"Wit h people committed t
working together, there 11 a desl
to like the other peraon, If o
because • pleuant work environ
ment ls more rewarding than
unpleasant one."
Unfortunately, the line betw
friendship and romance In au
aetllngs is often llp1llck thin, Hun
11ker nld. However, not all om
llai10n1 are CQuntell)rodu cllvethole involved or to the company.
Despite conaequencea, office
mances are u natural u ben
fllrtallon , the author ■ found.
"When people feel arudo111, afraid
lonely or unsure of themselvet,
they wrote, "the mere presence
another can be rewarding, beca
camaraderie mlllgate1 negallv
feelings."
Sixty -two percent of organlK
tlonal romancet wtte found
Involve a man "In a hightt poel
lion," In only
or the cu

I

30"

were the man and woman at
same job level. In 68% of tht
romances, partlcipanll worked I~ ,
the same vicinity; In 94 % of the
cases, they shared an office 01
adjoining suites. In cases where the
man held the higher position,
shared an office or adjoining wor
spaces.
·
Eighty-six percent or those In
tervtewed admitted to being ex
posed to more than one olll
romance.

44"

Threatenla1 Cua1N
In the I9809, with new morality
and the sexual revolution In full
flower, why are such liaison
threatening?
"Anytime you change the stat~
quo,'' Hunsaker said, "it'1 threat
ening. And anytime • marrl
person gell Involved, It'• ver~
threatening."
1
Society Is still coping with the
women's movement, Anderao~ '
said. The role of women leaves a lo!
of people ahaking their heads, no
- the lealt of whom are wome
themselves. Anderson thinks fall
out from office mance 11 trou
bllng to female
eculives, who,
r, .... - A FAIR, Pas• 11
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1R.r'Office Romance Has the Power to Titillate, Topple a Firm

Continued from P11e 1

!loping to advance, are more closely scrutinized than male col leagues. "Casting-couch sexism" is.
she said, a pervasive trend. And in
term• of who suffers most In such
pairings, it's the woman every
lime.
' In the case of the Orange County
insurance company, Hunsaker was
asked for a recommendation. His
advice was to keep the ex- mistress,
a,highly competent go-gelling ex, ecutive, and fire the former flight
attendant. who was getting in the
way while offending almost everyone. The company president, an gered by a recommendation h~ had
solicited, did the opposite.
The decision was hardly wel comed, Hunsaker said. and now the
company is in a ohambles.
Famous Bendix C11e

History offers a precedent in
such matters. Hunsaker mentioned
the case or Mary Cunningham and
Bill Agee al Bendix Corporation
several years ago-a case that
drew national attention.
Agee denied that Cunningham's
rapid rise had anything to do with
"a personal relationship that we
have." Suspicions about the two
grew within the company. especially so after national television
cameras focused in on the pair
sitting with former President Ger a\d li'ord at the Republican N'alion ventlon.
;,,
.nlngham later resigned, aaying all along that talk of the
romance was malicious and untrue.

the need for examining "a lot of
• Power. Easily the most threatAgee described her as "a friend of
broad issues."
the family." In June of 1982, Cun - ening. Those thought to be motiIt dealt with such Issues as
ningham and Agee were married. vated by power and prestige were
attractiveness, sexual harassment,
Agee resigned from Bendix a year more likely to be manipulative and
seduction, transference and hazing.
later. He and Cunningham now run evilly unethical in the mind• of Sopp said harassment was the
Semper Enterprl.ses, a venture co-workero. They were thought to
springboard for the program, with
capital and stra~gy consulting be the kind or ,conniving mlsfito
cities in the 1980s virtually being
glorifies
television
American
that
firm .
forced lo examine that part of the
EwIn the Hunsaker-Anderson sur- in the "Dallas" character J.R.
Issue.
ing. Any linkup between woman
v ey, 65 % or those responding said
pn the 1ubject of office romance,
they had seen a couple together and boss was considered terribly
Sopp ■aid that among 7,000 emaway from work and that such Inappropriate.
ployees, the city had not encoun"sightings" often fueled talk of · Seventy-nin e percent reported
tered "a problem, per se."
office romance. Other tip-offs were office romances having a negative
"But as more women move Into
couples spending a lot or work time Impact on organizations. Twenthe work force, Into higher p<>•i•
chatting, while 35% aald "long ty-one percent reported po1ltive
tlons, it will be a problem,' 1he
lunches together" offered the best effecto.
said. "And women will often be
hos
Included:
negatives
Other
a
maybe
that
them
for
evidence
victims.
third- rate romance, low -rent ren- tilities in the workplace 1 distorted
Dlslradt From Dfflslons
communicat ion; lowered output
dezvous was taking place .
"We see It a• a productivity
Sixty-one percent of those re • and production, with a scurrilouo
incr_ease _In _office_ gossip• slQ_w~r - luue, not a morality Issue. Certainspending say ornce romancer
ty, it is a morale issue, which Is our
were easier to gel along with- decision-making, and negative reconcern. We're doing all we can to
they welcomed such a love- In. But actions by clients.
sensitive
is
Diego
San
of
The City
•
keep morale up."
35% said females dealing with
stepsmales in higher positions were lo such data and has taken hanalmost
romance
office
said
Sopp
mandate-to
official
of
short
shown onerous favoriti sm.
always create■ no-win situations.
Anderson said office romances dle a problem it views as potentialit
John
if
that
out
pointed
She
ly problematic.
tended lo fit into three categories,
sleeping with Sara and the two
Trudy Sopp manages the city's
• Love. Those thought to be
proagree in a staff meeting, everyone
truly in love. regardless of rank, organizational effectiveness
departwhispers, " 'Oh, well, he's sleeping
were less likely to offend , and gram. Three years ago herfor 1,600
with her.' " But If they disagree,
generally drew sympathy. The da- ment started a program "Sex and
everyone says, " 'Oh, they're Just
ta indicated that "true love" fre- city supervisors. Its title:
having a fight .' When they break
quently involved two unmarried Power, Workplace Issues."wonderup, it's really awful.''
For those who may be
people and often ended in marriage.
The solution? Policies and guide•
to the
• Ego. Such adventurers were ing, it was not related
lines, Hunsaker oaid. In an age
thought to be motivated more by publicized allegations of a romance
Ray
when companies are devoting lime,
excitement, satisfaction , sexual between former City Manager
Williams.
energy and money to drug and
philanderin g, even danger. In Blair and assistant Sue
alcohol programs, he finds It odd
there was any Inthese , Anderson said responses Both denied wasn't
that another. potentially more vexrelated lo any
ranged from the "very negative to volvement. ItSopp said, Just more to
ing, problem Is being ignored.
one incident,
neutral."

"First," the authors wrote,
"management needs lo determine
ito pooition, Can the organizational
climate tolerate intraoffice relationships? If not, a policy again1t
them shou.ld be ■el up and enforced
throughout lhe organization.
"Employees who break company
policy should be warned that both
partlclpanto will be asked to leave
unless the relationship Is terminal•
ed. Fair and consistent enforcement will give 1uch a policy credibility , will not adversely affect
morale and will decrease the Incidence of gonlp and grumblln,
about '1pecial treatment.' "
A seconr1 courae of action labeled
"non-interf erence" was deemed
"the more realistic and aenslble
choice" given the prevalence of
romance -at work ann the-effe@t- of.ta boos on human behavior.
"Non-interfe rence" contains a caveat, however. II two lovers end up
disrupting the workplace- ii the
affair can't go on "quietly" -they
run the risk of being reprimanded,
even fired .
"Non-Interference" Is championed by civil libertarians and othero fearing Increasing encroachment on privacy and Individual
rights. Their opponento, citing contemporary oporl, say it may be an
athlete's choice to con1uine drugs
in the privacy or home, but in the
long run, it can hurt the team.
Orrtce romance, Hunsaker and
Anderson say, Is having a devaa•
tatlng Impact on The Team-any
/
team in American buatneS1.
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l 5 Cj Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. DeLaurentis
.

.

.

_Nico lls-D eLau rent i~ mar ry

~

Two prominen t Coronado
families were united · this fall
when Kelly Patrkia Nicolls
became the bride of Daniel
Joseph DeLaurentis at Sacred
Heart Catht>lic Church Oct. 26.
On the arm of her father, the
bride entered the church wearing·
a white satin gown, covered with
imported lace, !land-sewn pearls
and sequins, and a full cathedral
train. She carried white camellias
i,and orchids with sprays of tiny
seed pearls.
. In attendance was her sister,
Kathryn Nicolls· Chapman, who
traveled from Switzerland to be
her matron of honor. Maid of
·..honor was Laura Shine of Santa
Barbara, with bridesmaids Jody
Lynn Sterton of the 'Bahamas, .
April Keniry and· Cheryl Munson.
:
Their . gowns were . scarlet as
were their bouquets of dendrobium orchids and lilies.
Standing with the bridegroom
was George Paul DeLaurentis as
\

•

_,,.

f

best man, flanked by ushers
WilliID11 Levihn-Coon, Anthony
DeLaurentis .. Joseph DeLaurentis, Charles DeLaurentis, Kevrn-Nicolls, Kris Nicolls and Kraig
Nicolls.
· A reception for 175 was· held in
a turn-of-the-century Victorian
mansion.
The bride, who is the daughter
of Norma Nicolls of Coronado
and R. · Patrick Nicolls of San
Diego, is a graduate of Coronado
High School arid the University
of San Diego with a degree in
busmess administration.
.Mr. DeLaurentis, the son of
Dr. and Mrs. Carlo DeLaurentis
of Coronado , is also a CHS
graduate, 'with a biology degree
from the · University of San
Diego. At present, he is an ensign
in the · Nav~- Reserve, stationed·
aboard .the USS O'Brien at the
32nd Street Naval Station.
· Following a honeymoon in
Palm Spru;igs, the couple has
made their home _in Coronad 1/ \

7
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USD f2{C.neration
\ System'Meeting
-~ Its Design Goals
The cogeneratlon facility on the

campu■ · ot lhe \J'l_ivenlty of_
San
[ Diego
hu met and ~o rig i-

. n ~and financial projec
tions, according to Bob Price, aaiea
mana ger for Hawthorne Engine
Sy•lema, which aupplie<I and now
heipe operate and main tain the
oyllem.
"Given its preaent capacity, the
facility will aave the school about
I $400,000 over the next 10 years
,"
Price said.
Installed in April, the system, ' which cons18ts of three, G398
,
1 350-k
ilowatt Cate rpilla r natur al
gaa engines, provide■ coet-eft'ective
electricity, heati ng and
1tioning for the university,air condi he added.
, Located in the Camino Central
·
plant in the northwewt corner of the
catllpue, the co«@Mratlon facility
aioo includes a gene rator and com•
puter -uai■ted nritc hpar
and con•
trot ayllem.
USD la oni of the first cogenera: tion plant s In the country to uee
a
computer to monitor, and control
energy consumption, according to
I Roger Manion, uai1 tant director of
the phy1lcal plant at the unlv eni
ty.
.
Ther e ia aloo a full-time, on..ile
Haw thor ne proje ct man ager
overseeing and main taini ng the
1y1tem.
r In its ehared-aavinga agreement,
1
USD purchaaea its electrical and
therm al energy from Hawthorne.
[ ExCP,1111 energy , which is not needed
by USD, is oold by Hawthorne lo
, San Diego Gaa and Electric Co.
at
an eotabliehed "avoided cost" rate
aet by the Public Utili ties Com•
miNion.
If the univeroity n"""8 more
energy than the plant can •upply,
Hawthorne will purch aN energy
from SDG&E. Thi■ "by-paae"
power will be paid at normal con. eume r rates by USD .
According to Mani on, USD ,
,which hae 6,400 atudents, con•
1 •umea elx million kilow
att-hours of
electricity per year In 1' buildings,
plua 363,000 therm■ of natur al gae
· per year, for a total energy bill
of
' fl million.
Hawthorne provided all the fi.
, nanclng for the project. Aft.er 10
·, yeara, USD baa the option to acquire title to the plant.
A•ia ted by Don Linn, project
engineer for Hawthorne, the pn1 eral contractor waa lntellicon
Inc.,
whi ch prov ided th• com •
puter-aaaiated nritc bpar and con' trot ayatem.
·- / '
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Tribune photo by C.,ro/ Woods

Fo od !n d gif ts

R,Ji V
Studenls Ill he Univenity of San Diego
and food for needyyoilligsll!n-·tn·i;lnda have gathered toys, clothes
located. Helping prepare the presents Vista, where the school is
are, from left, Father Ron
Pachence, Katberine Waller and Dr. Jadit~
Munoz.
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Find.Inf etudenta' lrnowiege of
world prohl ,me "extremely low"
U.§.Q_ will begin a social ju•ti ;e
couree progra111 deoigned to provide
"a baei• for reflection and critical
judgment on conlemporary IIOCiai
and mornl ieeue•." The fint
courae• will focus on war and peace
i•eueo beginning Jan. 29. A eerie ■
of faculty forums open lo the public
will be held du:"'! t~e apring.
/
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ion is borti
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II the second annual performance
Diego Symphony OrchHlra
Berlioz's "L'Enfance du San
of Hector
David Atherton, conductor
•
Palmer, mezzo-sopr ano; Jerry Hadthe
Felicity
then
makes,
trad1·t1·on
a_
Christ"
JoHph
San Di~ Symphony has itself a fey, tenor: Stephen Varcoe, baritone:
RoulHu. bass: and the San Diego Maater
Christmas custom.
Symphony Hall CPhorale.
rogram: All works by Berlioz. The program
Last nl.ght at
David Atherton and the orchestra' wolf be repeated at 8 p.m. today and tomorrow
the San Diego Master Chorale and ~ in the Symphony Hall, 1245 Seventh St.
quartet of vocal soloists performed - - - - - - - - - - - - this gentle seasonal work, just as
they did last year at this time in the
University of San Die_go's Immacula- of Part I w~en the men's chorus was
poorly proJected and only faintly ta. - - - - - - .
beard, but in light of the way the men
.
.
.
For the frrst time smce the Fox - sounded later, one tended-to blame
Theater was transformed into Sym- the blanket of an overzealous orchesphony Hall on Nov. 2, symphony pa- tral accompaniment for the flaw.
The particular beauties of the
trons had the opportunity to hear
how the acoustics of the orchestra 's Master Chorale singing at levels of
new home treat solo voices and a pianissimo and below could be attributed to the excellent control and
chorus.
of the singing itself, and the
quality
·
The happy report is that unampliacoustics of Symphony Hall
the
way
handsome
quite
fied voices sounded
caressed the sound.
and
cradled
Fox
oM
the
that
rap
bad
The
indeed.
Also very effective was the ensemTheater took when it was used for
heavily amplified road shows be- ble of "Mystic Voices" heard in discomes a good rap for the natural ~nt antiphony from an upstairs corridor. In all, the singing of the Masvoice.
The voices of soloists who sang the ter Chorale (prepared for -this
narrative of this childhood of Christ performance by its director, Frank
were well projected and had a fine Almond) was nicely balanced, of ,
presence. A past complaint was that good tone quality and blend, and acsung and spoken words at the Fox curate in pitch.
Of the soloists, it should be noted·
were next to impossible to underJoseph Rouleau was the impresthat
and
case,
the
now
_not
s~nd. This is
this may be said even though the per- sive bass who sang the parts of
formance ~as sung i_n ~rench, a Ian- Herod and the Father; Jerry Hadley
guage that IS more d1ff1cult to under- was the very appealing tenor who
stand in the lyric theater than Ital- sang the roles of the Centurion and
Narrator; Stephen Varcoa was the
ian, German or English.
There was a time durj~g ~=~e IV ·. able baritone who sang Polydorus
Music 0itic

(

q

and Joseph; and Felicity Palmer was
the mezzo-soprano whose light, true
voice was well beard in the part of
Mary. orchestra somewb t d d
The
a re uce
'·
d
·
·
m SIZe an missmg a few familiar
faces because a portion of the personnel was at the Century Ballroom
of El Cortez playing Christmas pops
music, also acquitted itself well.
Atherton 's interpretation went
right to the heart of this score's simplicity and quiet restraint. His approacb, and the orchestra 's response,
was one of introspection, deliberate
speed and reverence. At the more
moderate dynamic levels imparted
to this score, one was not so aware of
the rather long reverberation time almost an echo - that has characterized the acoustical profile of Sym~bony Hall heretofore.
As a work of musical art, "L'Enfance du Christ" is a satisfying, con;,emplative piece, but one with never
a moment of joy or excitement. It
deals with the melancholy of the season without the contrasting good
news. It is a work well worth programming, but it does not bear comparison, of course, with the oratorios
of Handel, or the cantatas of Bacy
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stu- don 't intend to get involved in
drug abuse, college funding and capi
s.
che
dent peace mar
tal punishment than about the nucleSlaff Writer
"Students today have a different
and
ts
race, human righ
s
arm
ar
has
o
Dieg
San
of
ity
way of dealing with issues, different
The Univers
.
said
she
id,
rthe
apa
to
r
earn said.
committed its spring semeste
courses do not from the '60s," O'H e march under
d
trate
cen
con
h
Suc
com
a
ill
The May Day peac
campuswide efforts to inst
represent a new idea , said Professor
by
mitment to peace in students and Pat Drinan, chairman of the campus consideration is being proposed e
wid
pus
cam
a
,
istry
min
pus
the cam
faculty.
political science department, point- organization run by two priests and
The program will include peacere
Not
at
s
ram
prog
ing to similar
itoriented courses available for credit Dame and at Santa Clara University. two sisters and devoted to the spir
.
intro
ents
the
stud
ree,
the
of
deg
ual education
toward a campus
Each semester will carry a differSister Sally Furey, USD's provost
duction of peace themes in all cours- ent theme involving social justice,
otprom
, "As a Cathos
play
,
pus
cam
the
ss
es acro
duled for the and vice president, said
sche
g
bein
e
peac
with
cide
coin
e
to
we hav the obligation
ing peace, a peace march
r and "economic jus- lie institution, n to the plight of indieste
sem
ng
spri
milDay
May
on's
to pay attentio
with the Soviet l!Jni
tice" being considered for the next viduals who need assistance and to
itary parade, and public lectures semester, Drinan said.
systemic injustices."
throughout the semester.
"Social justice has become .a
She established a campuswide so"A lot of our students are caring
c
e of the Cat holi
sag
mes
or
maj
d
ltere
she
from
e
stices committee made up of
people, but they com
and its impact to date has cial inju students and administration,
rch
Chu
of
re
awa
not
are
and
faculty,
backgrounds
ide ,
been profound," Drinan added. "We
what's going on in the Third World," are now trying to introduce the sub- and told the committee to prov on
ecti
errefl
And
for
s
students with "a basi
said business Professor Joan
ject (of world peace and world prob- and critical judgment on contemposon.
inner
lems) in a methodical man
social and moral issues."
A student survey showed that stud of on an ad hoc basis as in the rary
stea
s
lem
prob
ld
wor
of
ge
r courses are initially planned
wled
Fou
kno
dents'
."
past
ign
fore
d to the campus cursuch as poverty , hunger, and
y President Shawn and will be adde ht by two-member
bod
ent
Stud
to
g
rdin
acco
,
riculum and taug
aid is extremely low
O'Hearn said the students are seriAnderson, who bas headed a faculty ously involved in the · project but teams of professors.
and student committee to develop
the peace program .
do. Begin you r
Nob ody knows news the way we
£tudents, the survey showed, were
more interested in learning about
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· ~rosecqt9Jij>p>mo ed
D~trict A•,epEJiin L. Miller
has filled two top positions in his off.
ice with the promotions of two veteran prosecutors.
Chief Deputy .District Attorney
Richard J. Neely was promoted to
assistant district attorney, the office's second highest post. and Charles
R. Hayes was promoted to the chief
deputy's post, the third highest.
The promotions were effective last
Monday.
Neely succeeds Richard Huffman,
who was appointed a Superior Court
judge on May 2. Hayes1was chief of
Miller's fraud division.
Neely, 46, has been chief deputy
since August 1983. A graduate of the
University of Notre Dame, Neely
earned his juris doctor degree in 1964
from the University of San DiegoLaw School.
He has been with the district attorney's office since 1966 following 18
months in private practice.
Neely served as Miller's top legislative analyst and helped draft legislation in 1976 and 1977 that strengthened the state's new sentencing law.
Hayes, 41, has been chief of the
fraud division for the past seven
years. A native of Inglewood, Hayes
graduated from Occidental College
in 1966 and earned his juris doctor
, degree in 1969 from California Western School of Law. He f ined the district attorney's office in 1970.
Miller said Hayes as an assistant
U.S. attorney will continue his involvement in the prosecution of the
Telink racketeering case involving
the county's $25 million telephone
contract. The trial is scheduled for
May.
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ttorney Ad. ·
rienn~Adams rf'ie Jd
ha~ been elected
of the .
University of San Pi
eg aw AJumni
Board f oa 1979 ;rad:,tto_rs for 1986: Orfield,
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Ault M1·d1
am and De
,
vice presidents a Shuprey. Elected
stein of Allen Rhr~ elley A. Weinin Los Angel~s anod ~ and Sobelsohn
tyre of Lowell R . onty A. MclnMcintyre in S~n ~~bin, H_~m!lton and
iego. Virgmia Ne!son of H •
ams and Nelso .
.
n ID San
Diego was elected
Thomas E p I k. secretary and
· o a 1ew·
Hatfield and Penfield i~z of Jones,
Escondido
was elected treasurer
are sole practition . ers elected
Gross; Cynthia J GJ er Ernest M.
Barnhorst Golds . .tancy of Dorazio
m1 and Bonar; Jan-'
· '
·
ice Mulligan of M lli
· u gan, Ezell and
.
Sayre; and Mary Lynee p -- erry, a USO
law school instru t
of Gibson, Dunn a:d ocr and formerly 1
rutcber. /
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/ USD didn't get bounce
Tribune Stliff Report;z_,qht::f'

close calls down the stretch really
The USD ba~tbafite am had a hurt us," said Toreros coach Hank
one-polnt lead, ·possession of the ball, Egan. "I still can't believe that play
and didn't even have to take a shot at the end. We're disappointed, but
during the closing seconds of last we'll come back tomorrow."
night's game against South Florida in
The Toreros were set to play Al~the opening round of the Longhorn ka-Anchorage today at 4 p.m. (PST) '
Classic at Au~tin, Texas.
.
in the consolation game of the fourSo how did the Toreros let things 'team tournament. Tourney host
slip awaytSee if you can followL_ __ T_exas defeated Alaska-Anchorage
After turning the ball over, then 68-57 in the second game of the doufouling Martin Teal, Teal missed Uie hie-header last night.
front end of his one-and-one. Toreros
Teal, who hit.just 7 of 19 field goal
forward James Knight went up for attempts, led all scorers_ with 16
the loose ball and inadv~rtently •points. Bostic had 15, juriior Mark
swatted the ball through the basket Manor 12 and 7-foot center Scott
with 12 seconds remaining, ·
'
Thompson 11 for the Toreros.
USD forward Mark Bostic missed
The defeat dropped USD's record
a 30-foot desperation shot at the to 5-4 on the season. Off next week
buzzer and South Florida had itself a for Christmas, the Toret'os return to
56-55 victory.
action against Northern Iowa on Dec.
"We hung in tough, but a couple of •. 30 at the USD Sports Center.

r

game
den's 21. points lead USO in consolation
Mad
.
~a&
By Bric! Buchholz,

Special 1o The Uaioa

AUSTIN, Texas - Junior Nils Madden bad just
played the best basketball game of bis life _ and be
didn't even know it.
Standing _outside the Univ.eGi1y of San D~go locker
room last rught, Madden bowed bis bead and apologized
for a sub-par performance. Could have played better.
The rebounding was OK. Let's not even talk about defense . . .
. Enough, enough. Madden was perfect Saturday_ bitting all seven shots from the field and scoring 21 points
to lead the Toreros past Alaska-Anchorage, 78-64, in the
consolation game of the Longhorn Classic. The 6-foot-8
forward led both teams with eight rebounds and hit
seven of nine free throws. The 21-point total was a
career high.
"Really?" Madden asked. "I could have played better."

f

Imagine bow Madden must have felt Friday night,
after scoring only two points in USD's 56-55 semifinal
loss to South Florida, which fell to Texas last night in
the final, 60-55.
"Nils was doing a good job shooting the ball, and our
guards did a good job getting the ball to him," said USD
coach H_ank Egan, whose team improved its record to 64 and fmished its six_-game road trip at 3-3: "Nils is
strong, very competitive, .~asy to coach. Obviously, be
played well for us torught.
Egan admitted be was still numb after 'lhe loss Friday
-: m which USD reserve James Knight accidentally
tipped a rebound into bis own goal to give South Florida
the . win. But Egan's players looked sharp yesterday,
h1tlmg 62.5 percent of their shots from the field, playing
patient offense and exploiting UAA's defensive weakness inside.
"I hardly got any sleep last night - I stayed up until

three o'clock in the morning watching the film of that
•· South Florida game," Egan said. "I mean, that was pure
luck. Pure fate ... I was concerned how our players
would handle it. But they could hardly wait to play
today. They were waiting for me down in the lobby,
saying, 'C'mon coach, we're ready lo go.' "
They were. USD never trailed leac!ing by as many as
14 points in the first half. The blggest spurt came eight
minutes into the game, when USO scored nine consecutive points to turn a one-point game into a 23-13 lead.
Despite an inspired 16-point performance by point
guard Jessie Jackson, UAA (7-6) had some serious prob!ems with the Toreros' defense. In fact, the Seawolves
bit only two of their first 21 shots - scoring only one
field goal during one 12-minule stretch in the first half.
Meanwhile, Madden had fun inside, outmuscling the
smaller UAA forwards on short turnaround jumpers.
The USD guards did their part, too. Paul Leonard, Pete

Murphy and Danny Means had five assists each and
combined for 29 points. Murphy finished with 14 points
on 6-for-9 shooting; Means was a perfect 5-for-5 for 10
points off the bench.
UAA made its only run midway through the second
half, Jackson scoring six straight points to cut the
Seawolves' deficit to 49-45. But Murphy and Madden
pulled USD out of the fire - combining for nine points
. .
.
m .~n 11-4 spurt.
Ma~de~ hurt us - 1l was a very difficult matchup •
for us, said UAA coach Harry Larrabee, whose learn
oulrebound_ed u,~D by_2~-22 but shot only 44 percent
from t_he field. W~ didn t have anyone big enough to
keep him from postmg up.
"I think as long as San Diego can control the tempo of
the games they play, they'll be in good shape. That walkup game, setting up good shots in a half-court situation
suits them well.

ttorney Adrienne Adams rfield
has been elected ~~~ of the 1
Univerajjy of San llieg aw Alumni
Board of Directors for 1986. Orfield,
a 1979 graduate, is an associate with
Ault, Midlam and Deuprey. Elected
vice presidents are Shelley A. Weinstein of Allen, Rhodes and Sobelsohn
in Los Angeles and Monty A. McIntyre of Lowell, Robbin, Hamilton and
McIntyre in San Diego. Virginia Nel- I
son of Harris and Nelson in San
Diego was elected secretary and /
Thomas E. Polakiewicz of Jones,
Hatfield and Penfield in Escondido
was elected treasurer. Others elected
are sole practitioner Ernest M.
Gross; Cynthia J. Glancy of Dorazio,
Barnhor~t, Goldsmit and Bonar; Jan- ,
ice Mulligan of Mulligan,_~zell and,
S~yre; and Mary Lynee Perry,~a~SD.
law school instructor and formerly
of Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher.
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ichard N e~ly named

\t.~t.!!!~! ~~.:~~~ u,,-,,
Ed Miller's chief deputy
for th~Ja :!
seven

months, bas been eleva
assistant district ,attoi:ne
2
y,
position in Millers ofhce. the No.
h'
d
u
Neely's former post of c 1
·y will be filled by Charles ie ep ~ho bas headed Miller's R. ~a l~'
frau iv sion for the past seven ye~
Neely, 46, replaces . bar d D
Huffman, who was appoml c G v·
Deukmejian lo the Su~e_d by o .
bench in May . Neely ongnorll Court
named chief deputy_in ma y was
usft 1W9~1\~
. the appomtmeAulg
f?llowm
o
ed to then Sup
barn H.g ...,.
erior
,.eon Y

of Nol~ Dame and eam
d ee in 1964 from the ~,~ :i 1~a:,
S: I? ,o i~ joined theU ~
district altomey s O ice less than
two years
e aduated from law
af~~:es ~l joined the dist school.
ne 's o!iice' in 1970 ~nd rict atlorhas beaded
th! fraud division !or sev
ye_ars. t
Miller said Hayes will en
conb~ue _o
In charge of the prosec
~r al court of the Telink ubon m
rackelee~. case which invo
irregulan1/
~~! in ~ $25 millionlves
county phone
contract.
1

FILE

DuvaIJ!ets Sun S&L ex
ec post ·

E. ~~ uv al l has join
vice president and senior ed Sun Savings and Loan Association as execut
credit officer.
ive
In his new position, Duv
all will assume respons
ibil
tactical direction and ity for strategic and
association 's lending actiimplementation of the
a variety of bank managvities. Duvall has held ement positions having served as senior vice
president of U.S.
banking at Commercial
also chairman of the banCenter Bank and was ·
for the Santa Ana and Losk's credit committee
Angeles region .
A graduate of San Die
Duvall holds a bachelor'sgo State University, .
degree In banking
and finance .
Lois C. Cyr has been app
dent in Bank of America's ointed vice presiSan Diego-Eastern
California region . She will
ministrator for small bus serve as credit adand commercial real estainess administration
function as community reinte loans as well as
dinator. Cyr earned a bac vestment act coorhelor of science degree In finance at the Un
cisco and was a 1984 iversity of San FranE. SLOAN DUVALL
recipient of Ban
Award for outstanding ach America's Special Presidential Recognk of
ition
Robert M. Borke has joinievements.
president and asset ma ed Great American Asset Management Co. as
deRegl Roering Inc ., Burnager. Formerly marketing manager for Hol vice
ke has nearly 10 years exp
vlck
investments.
erience In real estate and
Tom Cartwright hM bee
Marina . He will be resp n named general manager of the Dllna
and
room inn and 146-slip maonsible for overseeing the daily operations of Inn
the 196rina as well as the new res
Michele K. Rohman has
tau
ran
t
"Ca
fe
Cal
ifor
nia
joined Heying & Associa
".
assistant.
tes as public relations
Golden State Sanwa Ban
k
has
appointed Max D. Keaffab
president and corporate
er assistant vice
lending officer.
Bruce W. Barren has join
ed
Fou
r Winds Enterprises Inc.
and D.A. Patrick has bee
as vice chairman
appointed chief operating
Developers Marketing nAss
officer.
ociates Inc. has appointed
sistant marketing coordin
Kat
ie
F.rpenbeclt: asmarketing plans for new ator. She will assist in the design of sale
s and
sub
div
isio
ns.
I Needham Harper Wo
, sor. She will be respons rldwide has named Peggy Andenoa account sup
ible
erv
Ray Parra has joined for the Home Federal Savings and Loan accouniwill be responsible for theTelesoft as director of contract administration t.
in-house legal counsel for administration of all contracts and will act as. He
the .
the corporation. Also, And
named to Telesoft's manag
rew Pa ll has
the management of the cor ement staff as controller. His duties will inclbeen
ude
poration's daily financial
The Banln >ISaii Die has
promoted Gary Votapkaoperations.
ager of loan review . In go
to vice president/ manthis position, he will con
tinue to review and assess
condition of the loan portfol
the
Basic Decisions Inc. has io.
ann
ounced that Jeannie Nut
company as controller. Nu
ter has joined the
tter was formerly assista
Construction.
nt controller at Trepte
Jeffrey A. Gearhart has join
'
responsible for the generat ed Creaser, Price Insurance Agency . He wil
ion of new accounts prim
l
lines area.
arily In the commerciabel
James C. Sweet has join
ed Software Resour Cen
heading the CAD divi
ter as sales eng
. His duties will Inclce
software packages to sion
ude the marketing ineer,
arc
space planners, urban planhitects, industrial engineers, Interior desof CAD
signen and exhibit design ners, electro-mechanical engineers, graphiigners,
c de- .
Barbara Mendelson hasers.
law development and alumbeen named assistant director for programm
ing,
&boo!. Her duties will incl ni relations at the u91versity of San Diego Law
ude assistance In fufi rais
special events and pre
ing
,
alu
mdnri;zctivitles,
ss relations.
Please send news of
personnel changes and
Financial Section. The
promotions to Kath
Tribune, P.O. Box 191
San Diego CA n112.
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No!Jberl11ora finds USD's ~witch Afadden_-ing

he's 16 for 19 in ' could be counted as a native In the
scored 32 points against ' erybody offensive player - and shooting 65 German league and not be counted
games
USD sent out to guard him, but once bis last two year - may change •as one of only two Americans per
7nbaae Sport.,wri/6
percent for the
days since- TJSD Madden began checking him in those those priorities.
team.
It had been
only
scored
he
s,
minute
seven
But all of that is well down the
played its last bastetball game. This final
is one of the very few
Madden
on
I;eonard
Paul
guard
against
for Madden. For now be is
road
is the intersession period at USD, · once,
ball
the
Toreros who likes to take
a switch.
close, happy getting the chance to make
when most students are on break.
in
from
hoop
the
td
t
straigh
bad
USD
season
the
Going Into
s right here at home. Lately
And yes, the Toreros were flat last
a&i Murphy often drawing a foul. He opened the mistake
ough, he's been squandering the opnight against Norihern Iowa Univer- 'Scott Thompson inside
strong
a
with
night
lapt
scoring
the
over
all
flying
i Ojltside and Bostic
,
. ·.
' ,.
rtunity .
sity.
·
Diego State's power move and dunk.
'
"But let's give some credit to those · place. The spirit of San lives in Boshim,''
for
basket
good
a
_
wp
''That
- 1
guys," insisted USO coach Hank Eddy "Mr. Jam" Gordonto be left for said Murphy, who bad 19 'points. 7 .
Egan. "We talked to some people and · tic. So what WaJI going
him to do more
wanting
been
"We've
;
saw some film and the book on them Madden?
"rtook him aside one day and gave of thal" j , · is second in reboundwas that they don't roll over and die.
Madden also
Egan.
said
words,~
_
magic
the
him
beat
to
going
I thought if we were
go down to the other ing (4.8 per game) and third in freethese guys we wett going to have to ~'Score. Then
defense . And at both throw shooting (82 percent). And he's
play
and
erid
.
do it gradually."
1 •
only a junior.
."
rebound
ends,
U
Egan was righl After six first:ha
"Everything he's doing for us ofin.
sunk
•
bas
/
spell
magic
Egan's
·
ties, USD took an eight-point lead at
ly," said Legarza, "is really
fensive
·
year
last
gaptes
21
started
Madden
the break. Then the Toreros pulled
the cake."
on
icing
ly
similar
was
and
!~are
away twice only to be tied again at without
That's because when Madden was
BJt in b,is last·
68 with,6:35 to play. But_in the next quiet this season.
Longhorn Classio sent into the game with seven min5¼ Dlll\utes, Pete Murphy scored game, in the Anchor
age, Madden utes to play, bis instructions were not
Alaskaeight_ ~~ts, Mart Bostic added six against
points with 7- to score. They were to put the
21
high
and Nils Madden four as USD out- scored a careermade the clamps on Kraayenbrink.
and
g,
shootin
scored the Panthers 18-?. The final of-7 field goal team. L;ist night be
"They told me to put a band in his
t
namen
all-tour
·
83-69.
was
and not let him drive," said
face
of
nine
hit
,
The Toreros are now 7-4, with played the good defens.e
.• .
eight re- Madden.
had
and
field
the
.from
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Sports
the
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State
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, ·: '.Jbe development. of Madden is
.
,
•
.
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e
Ambros
Sl
nlght,
ay
Center Thursd
y Reuss, who
"I think it's just maturity," said reminiscent of Anthon forward for
· in Saturday nigbt .and USIU next
blOSIIOmed as a juni~r
·
.J!:ian.
at
~
s
play
·Monday before WCAC
time two years ago
"I guess rm playin a little long- USO about thiswin
Santa Clara on :Ian. 17.
All-WCAC honors
went on to
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,
Madden
6-3
the
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downer
a
''Tonight was kind of
senior. From there, Reuss went
a
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last
but
game
per
s
minute
21
aging
USD
led
said Madden , a forward who
"rm getting a lo Germany to play pro ball this seawith a career-high %6 points. "It was night played 37.mistakes and they son. Madden wouldn 't mind following
make
to
chance
like we could get an11 shot we wanted
the same game plan.
against those guys, so we waited. for don't pull me out."
"I talked with him when he visited
a,
Legarz
Mike
coacli
t
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Said
'
the perfect shot."
said Madden. · "He said be
here,"
ofhis
that
much
so
relaxed
That lack of offensive aggressive- "He's
me some contacts, no probget
could
and
That,
up.
opened
really
bas
ness helped keep the Panthers from fense
.
lem."
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teams
in - his
rolling over and dying, but in the end the fact thatso much."
one
bas
already
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"'Films & Lectures
Jinuary, UNIVERSITY OF
SAN JllE.GO: Featuring art,
education and lectures during the 1
month. Informati'!~ 260-4600/ 1
1
ext.· 4296. /" '1 5 J
__,__

...___..~-

1

Th_e Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra
! pecial, non-subscription concert in the i;:resenlts a
macu ata
• at the U n i v ~ featuring Robert Bernh a~ iego at 7 p.m . Dec. 15
ar t, conductor. Informa~
459-3724. ?-"f S.

'- -
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Peak performance. After a seveo month shakedown review the cogeneration facility on

the campus of the Uni1i10Fsity 0LSap Diego has reportedly met and exceeded original
energy and financial projections, according to Robert Price of Hawthorne Engine
Systems, _the company that installed the system. At the site, next to one -of the three
350-kilowatt natural gas engines. are (left to right) Tom Hawthorne, president of
· Hawthorne Engine Systems; Price; _Roger Manion, assistant director of physical plant at
U.S.D.; and James Ring, president of lntellicon, Inc., general contractor for the project,
which provided the compu\er-assisted switchgear and control system. The facility is
expected to save the university about $400,000 over the next ten years in energy costs. D

.
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Alzheimer's studies

San Diego, Calif.
Sou ther n Cross
(Cir. W. 27,5 00)

OECl 2 1985
Jllfen's

P. C. B

Vo1 «tii fe?s fr: needed to par- mem
I
ber .must hav e been medicalticipate fn a federally-funded
1y dia gno sed as pro bab le
pilot prog ram designed to help
Alz hei me r's; me mo ry and
caregivers· cope with mem ory and
problem-solving difficulties must
pro ble m-s olv ing def icit s in
be not icea ble in a fam ily.
Alz heim er's patients.
mem ber, but not severe; both the
Volunteers will learn strategies
•afflicted and the caregiver mus
t
and techniques for stim ulat ing
agree to take part in the study.
mem ory and prob lem -sol ving
For info rma tion call Dr. Mary
skills. The y will receive com pen Qua yha gen at the USO School of
sati on for their time.
/
To be elig ible : a fam ily Nursing, 260-4578.

Est. 1888

.,.

~ school given

-,o

grant .
study refugee problem

A L C A L ~- The Uni vers
ity of
San Die go I we Scboo) ha s~
awa rded
a $16 ,250 For d Fou nda
tion Gra nt to
con duc t the nati on 's first acad emi
c stud y
of the legal stat u~ and trea
tme nt of
Cen tral Am eric an refugees in Mex
ico .
The six- mon th stud y is an atte
mpt to
dete rmi ne' whe ther Mex ico prov
ides safe
hav en for refu gees from Cen tral
Am eric a.
Because hun dreds of thou sand s of
Am eric ans have passed thro ugh Cen tral
Mex ico
on thei r way to seek refu ge in the
Uni ted
Stat es, thei r legal stat us in Mex
ico " has
beco me an incr easi ngly imp orta nt
issue in
the U.S . cou rts, " said Sus an
Dra
coo rdin ator for USD 's Mex ico- U.S ke, a
. Law
Inst itute .

TH E STU DY will be adm inis tere
d by
the USD Inst itut e, which is cosp
onso ring
it with the Nat iona l Aut
ono mou s
Uni vers ity, Mex ico' s lead ing law
school.
Atto rney Joa n Frie dlan d, an Am
eric an
atto rney livin g in Mex ico City
, will
con duc t the stud y alon g with
Jesu s
Rod rigu ez, a Me xico ·e xpe
rt on
inte rnat iona l law.

The ir find ings cou ld be significa
nt in
\\
dete rmi ning the outc ome of asyl
um and
dep orta tion cases in the Uni ted Stat
es and
could help shap e U.S . policy
tow ard Cen t'.~ Am eric an refu gees .
'
CU RR EN TL Y,
TH
U . S.
__
gov ernm ent grants. legal asylE
um to very
few · Cen tral Am eric ans, Dra ke
said . "In
,.,
den ying asyl um, the u .S . gov
ernm ent
frequently mai ntai ns that the
Cen tral
Am eric an refugees shou ld hav
e soug ht
safe hav en or prot ecti on from
the
Mex ican gov ernm ent whe n they
trav eled
thro ugh Mex ico .

','Th ere is very little data on the
exte nt
to which Cen tral Am eric ans can
obta in
legal protec;tion in Mex ico. "
Frie dlan d esti mat es that ther
e are
46,000 Gua tem alan s in sou ther n
Mex ico
refugee cam ps, but ther e are
up to
300 ,000 oth er Cen tral Am
eric ans ,
prim arily El Salv ado rans , livin
g in
Mex ico' s inte rior .
In the Uni ted Stat es, ther e are
abo ut
500 ,000 Cen tral Am eric an
refugees,
acco rdin g to Frie dlan d.
/
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,\PPOINTM ENTf
Roan S. Youn1Jo p~lident / board of
directors of Youtl, Dtl'tlopmtn t ... 1111
MIiier to cbairmah of the Commtreial

lnduJtrlal Counclf A wardJ Pro1ram ...
Arthur J. lennn~' o to president of the

Scripps Mtmoria Hospitals Founda- ·
,

1/on boafcl of dire ors.

(/l s-f ·i
BANKS

I
Hester
Wood
Kmneth L. Stoke to vice prtsident /
RH/ E&late ,
Gen. Bu&lnes,
regional manager iof 71-ust Strvlcrs of
Amtrii:a /nc... J.tfery J.'Mlncll to uai1tant vice president/a11istant manager of , tral.. .Stw:¥1 D. Sherrod to chief planning
SouthwtJI Bank...to llaok Qf Amccl(a.' and marketing officer at Point Loma
Richard F. AHanelll, Glenn Manhall and Ftdtral Crrdit Union .. Steven R. Hubbt
Gerald A. Cady as vice presidents.. . to vice president / trust officer at San
Uvonne Alben as vice president/lo an Dltgo Tl'uJt & SavlngJ...Donna Goodservicing departmen t at Crntra/ftd rich Hahn to director of marketing for
Mortgag, ... Palty Ducey as sales com- Ltndtn Cocp .to Ptnimula Barile: Barmunication coordinator at Hom, Ftd;_
Hosaka to senior vice president /

bm

RoHnberg
RH/ E&lete

Ducey
Bank

Thoryk
Gen. Bualne&&

Hahn
Bank

cuhier; Dnh Hall to senior vice president/ manager ... Jeffery S. Desraff to
assistant vice president/ manager at Banlc
of Commtrct/ Flower Hill.

GENERAL BUSINESS
Larry Wood to reaional manager/ San
Diego with McCunt Audio V/Juol Vidro
...Donald S. Wrot to special unit at
Safeco Titlt lmuranet Co ... Patrlck T.
EDUCATIO N
Walden as publisher to the PrtsJ-Couritr
Frank Horner as director of corporate Publishing
Co ... Terrace V, fftmlfl as
relations for the Uniwcrsio• o[San Dirgo. operations
manager with Multimottri al I
Molding ... Rlrhard E. Madock to vice I
president / interim manager at Chicago
Tit/, Co .. .Dnld Moffitt to regional vice
president for The Robertson Co ... Dan.......
Wat~on to director of caterinl.Jlt La Jolla ',
Marri ott Hottl ... Allu Chanour to I
accoiintm a;;;~ilh FoundrrJ Title
Co .. .Ruth Franklln to design engineer ,
with Pountntr & AuociattJ ... Llnda
Thoryk u builder service representative
with Slttarson Lthman Mortgagt Corp .
... Ktnt Lawltu as space planner at /.
Howard & A uodatn /nc ... Jamts ff.
Firmin to director of major advertising
accounts at Prrss- Couritr Publicotiom
Co ... Ronald E. Mires to assistant general
manager at KGTVIO .. .James E. Potttrto
executive director of Youth Dtvtlopmtn t
/nc... James R. Wllllam1 to president of
Ktarny Mtsa Toyota ... Morrl• W. Barn: /
hart to chief engineer at Cal Omi,'1
.2985
Inc ... David Crntn to new car sales man- !
H you want to find out what
ager at Alan Johnson Porschr-Audi... Ed
weather hu to do with the price of
Diaz to general manager for California
fiah you're invited to attend a JeeRadio Group ... to Mtgattk Corp.: James
' ture at ?:!JO p.m. Dec. 11 at the
D . Hunt to vice president / operations;
Univ!t'ity of San Diego.
Mlchatl J. Ballry to director/ advanoed
Spea Ing wTirbe William Evans
developmen t.. .to Laurlt A"" lnttriors:
executive director of the Hubba-Se~
Gretchen VoHcnktm ~r to .model home
World Reaearch Institute.
designer; Paullnt Moody and Kathy Tay•
/"'lor to detail designer assistants; Pamala
E1plnou to interior desian accessories
coordinator : Ty Ray to receiver/wa re•
house manaRer.
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